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Kulapati Tours
As of this writing, Kulapati of Ananda Marga Gurukula,
Dada Shambhushivananda has visited thirteen countries
so far on this tour including Malaysia, Thailand, Japan,
USA, Brazil, Canada, Germany, Holland, Sweden, Finland,
Norway, Denmark and the Philippines. He is soon on his
way to Taiwan. In all these places he conducted
workshops on NHE and forged alliances among persons
interested in the development of Gurukula and NeoHumanist Education. One of many projects begun
involves several professionals who are working with Dada
on a research project to develop a "Model of the Human
Body that would explain the efficacy and limits of
different systems of medicine".
On September 14-16th Dada attended an Oriental
Medicine 2000 Conference in Providence RI, USA, with
Ciiranjiva, the Acupuncturist, where they presented the
Acupuncture Institute and Free Community Clinic of
Ananda Nagar. This conference was the first of it's kind
in New England. Approx. 400-500 acupuncturists from
Massachusetts to New York attended. Dada gave a power
point presentation on the Institute and Clinic, and
literature about them went into each person's welcome
package. Currently Ciiranjiva gives $2 from every
treatment in his acupuncture practice to support the free
clinic in India that treats patients in rural Ananda Nagar.
Support was gathered from other acupuncturists to do the
same. Interest was also generated for other
acupuncturists to travel to India to work in the clinic and
to teach. Everyone was very impressed with the work
being done. "Sign me up" was a phrase heard more than
once, and Dada and Ciiranjiva were very encouraged.
Contacts were also made with the sterilized needle
companies and herbal companies who will give donations
of "out of date" formulas and supplies.

AM Gurukula Global Liaison Office
c/o Arete Brim
146 Honness Lane
Ithaca, New York 14850 USA
e-mail:
<amgk.glo@gurukul.edu>
WEB PAGES
Ananda Marga Gurukula
www.gurukul.edu
Neo-Humanist Education
www.gurukul.edu/nhe
Teacher Resources
www.gurukul.edu/nhe/resources.html
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Ananda Marga Gurukula Global Liaison Office Update
Communications
• NHE Forum continues to be active. If you are

•

Neo-Humanist Education Teacher
Training

working in a school and would like to be part of this
global discussion group, please send e-mail to
<anandarama@compuserve.com>.
Gurukula Network is published twice a year. Please
continue to send your news and articles.

We are working on different diploma courses that students
can attend at our NHE TT Institute starting September
2001. These courses will be designed to be recognized in
Holland and also useful to train our NHE teachers in any
part of the globe. The interesting aspect of the course is that
it has 8 hours class time and 20 hours work practice
during one week. In this way the theoretical knowledge can
be put into practice and become very meaningful. We have
five courses, each course builds on the preceding one.

PR and Publications
•
•
•

The Gurukula and NHE Web Pages are in the process
of upgrading. If you would like to link up your
school or project, please let us know.
We are working to set up a web based distribution
center for our educational publications.
An Editorial Board for reviewing new publications
has been formed.

Course 1: ECAT - Early Childhood Assistant Teacher The student will receive the fundamentals of Early
Childhood education, child care and health practices,
basic curriculum design and classroom set up. The course
will include learning the skills for working with parents
and basic skills in personality development. The course
will be for 1 year of 312 hours class study and 20
hours/week work practice. The ECAT diploma will
authorize one to work as assistant pre-primary teacher.

Global NHE Conferences and Seminars

Education Conference
An Education Conference will take place
January 19-22 in Long Island, New York.
The Conference will begin with a tour of
Arun's K-7 grade school on Friday. For more
information, and to register, you may contact
<arati@igc.org>

Course 2: ECT - Early Childhood Teacher - The student
will receive Early Childhood education touching the various
developmental stages of the child and the methods to be
applied by the teacher. The emphasis is on the practical
methods of development of the child. The student will
receive Neo-humanist philosophy and practice in
personality and character development. The course will be
for 2 years of 624 hours classroom study and 20
hours/week work practice. The ECT diploma will authorize
the student to be a kindergarten teacher.

Syllabus, Curriculum and Licensing of Schools
•

Work has begun on Standards for our schools, by
Didi Ananda Rama and Supriiya. They are in rough
form, but will be revised this year with the help of
several professionals.

Course 3: CT - Childhood Teacher - The student will
receive training in applying educational methods of
personality development of the child up to the age of 12.
The emphasis will be on character education, ethics,
creativity, communication and holistic educational care for
children. The student will receive Neo-humanist
philosophy and practice in personality and character
development. The course will be for 3 years of 936 hours
class study and 20 hours/week work practice. The CT
diploma will enable the graduate to work as assistant
primary teacher and after school child care for children up
to age 12.

School Portfolios
•

The effort of preparing a portfolio of each of our
schools has begun with the distribution of a
Questionnaire to all of our schools with the last issue
of Gurukula Network. So far we have received 7 of
them back. A modest beginning, but exciting never
the less. If you did not receive one, please write for
one. <amgk.glo@gurukul.edu>

Library of Publications and School Resources

Course 4: CCD - Child Center Director - This is an
additional 1 year course (to course 3) in management,
curriculum design, methodology of guiding and training
teacher-students and public relations. The student will
receive Neo-humanist philosophy and practice in
personality and character development. This diploma will
authorize the graduate to manage a kindergarten and train
teachers.

NHE Resources
A web based resource center has been started for
our schools. If you would like to access it, please
go to our web pages at
<www.gurukul.edu/nhe/resources.html>
and sign up for a login and password.

Course 5: PST - Primary School Teacher This a 4 years
course , one year in addition to course 3 . The modules
taught would be as in course 3 with an advanced program
for primary school level. The student will receive Neohumanist philosophy and practice in personality and
character development. This diploma will authorize the
graduate to work as a primary school teacher.

Teacher Training and Certification Programs
• Plans are underway for a Teacher's Training program
in Holland. Here is a report from Didi Ananda
Rama.
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Ananda Marga Gurukula News

These news excerpts were taken from the Bi Annual Progress report of Ananda Marga
Gurukula presented by Ac Vishvadevananda Avt on June 3, 2000 at Anandanagar
students in the Veterinary College. 230 total
graduates from the Institute are successfully
running veterinary practices in many states of
India. More than 1300 animals of different species
were treated at the Institute's hospital. An Artificial
Insemination programs is also running well. 40
inseminations were done during this reporting
period.

NATAC Institute of Alternative Medicine
The Acupuncture unit of NATAC is steadily
progressing in respect to student enrollment in the
college and number of students in the clinic. The
number of students has increased to 23 from 12,
five months ago. There are five teachers. The
principal, Ac Omkareshvarananda Avt is making
efforts to increase the enrollment to 50 for the July
session. 3039 outpatient and 10 inpatients were
treated at the Ananda Nagar Community
Acupuncture Clinic. Five acupuncture camps were
also held at different places of Ananda Nagar.
Acupuncturist Ciirainjiva of the USA gave his
financial support and academic guidance. In
related news, a well has been constructed at the
Acupuncture College.

Gurukula Co-operative Training
Institute

Under the guidance of Ac. Samanvayananda Avt,
Central Secretary of the Social Security
Department, a Consumers Cooperative named
Ananda Bhandar has been recently started at
Anandanagar with the working capital of 2 lakhs
rupees of 6 individual shareholders. Cement, wheat
flours, different varieties of rice, pulses, soaps,
sugar, oils, spices and other grocery items are some
of the consumer goods sold in the cooperative. One
and half quintals of wheat flour is produced every
day from the cooperative's own flour mill. At
present, the cooperative is getting a sales turn over
of approximately 5000 rupees per day from both
retail and wholesale selling. The cooperative is
earning a gross profit of RS 5000/ per month from
cement and the flour mill and RS 5000/ per month
from the grocery shop. Anandanagar hostels and
institutions along with the public are also becoming
bulk consumers. Our plan is to set up a short term
certificate program in PROUT cooperatives.

The work of developing the infrastructure for the
Naturopathic and Ayurvedic Center at Gopal,
Ananda Nagar is in progress and being looked after
by Ac Bhudevananda Avt.

An International Conference on
composite medicines and a training
workshop on various therapies was organized on

behalf of NATAC, from June 3 to 5th, at Ananda
Nagar. This is in light of a new concept of
Composite Medical Science given by PR Sarkar.
Topics presented in the conference included cures
for cancer, chakras and hormones, cures for
leucoderma and acupuncture for anesthesia. We
are thankful to Dr. D.K Rout and Ac
Omkareshvarananda Avt in this regard.

Institute of Agriculture

Two more sayars, one at Chakradhuri, Gopal,
Ananda Nagar and the other at Guridih, West
Ananda Nagar, each measuring 150 feet by 100 feet
and 155 feet deep have been dug. An amount of RS
50,000 for each sayar was received from Kotshila
block through the efforts of of Karmadhyaksh, Shri
Nandu Gorain. This will materialize Shrii Sarkar's
vision of utilizing surface water. The sayars will
solve the problems of irrigation water and will be
used for Pisciculture as well.

Medical College

The rural medical college with it's specialty of
composite medical systems is running well with 106
students, 24 hostellers and 6 teaching staff. So far
300 students have successfully completed the
composite medical course in Allopathy,
Homeopathy, Electro-homeopathy and Acupuncture
and are rendering service in the rural areas of India
and Nepal. The college has also developed its
infrastructure by starting a physiology laboratory
and a library.

Tantra Vidyapiitha

A symposium was organized on behalf of Tantra
Vidyapiitha on June 3, 2000. Ac Raghunath gave
an interesting talk on Tantra Sadhana. Ac
Samanvayananda Avt and Ac Vimilananda Avt also
spoke on Tantra and Microvita. Nearly 50
participants comprised of teachers, students,
scholars and elevated sadhakas attended the
program. Apart from this, two computers were also

Institute of Veterinary Science and
Animal Husbandry

With the graduation of 58 final year students, the
present total of students has come down from 107
to 49. Enrollment is underway for new students for
the upcoming session. The principal, Ac
Bhavananda Avt is planning for a minimum of 100
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cooperation with Ac Svarupananda Avt, Sachiv of
Mahasamiti.

installed in Tantra Vidyapiitha. Ac
Rudradevanadna Avt is in charge of the operation
of the computers.

Dr. G Dhanjoo Ghista, a scientist and acharya of
AMPS was inducted as Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs of the AM Gurukula
University's Research Centers and Educational
Institutions.

The Colleges of Fine Arts and Music are

also doing well with theory and practical classes on
painting, vocal classical Prabhat samgiit, tabla,
guitar, etc. The present enrollment in both the
colleges is 50. Students of the music college give
concerts in different functions including DMS.

AM Gurukula was successfully registered
under the society's registration Act, 1860.

Total number of students at Ananda
Nagar

Uma Nivas, Ananda Nagar

22 Primary Schools - 1088 students
2 Post Primary schools , 4 Junior High Schools and
High School - 978 students
Higher Institutions - 348 students
Total Number - 2414 students

by Didi Ananda Rama
Presently there are three primary schools, one high
school and four children's homes. Uma Nivas was
the initial start of the various establishments
envisioned by PR Sarkar for the specific sphere of
the women's development at Ananda Nagar. The
primary educational facilities are to serve the need
of the local community such as primary schools,
girls' high school and hostel. Other so called 'trade
training' programs are to develop primarily
technical and agricultural skills and train for
employment and income generation such as radio
and television mechanics, telephone mechanics,
motors operation and driving, general mechanics,
tailoring and weaving. In the field of agriculture
there will be training in floriculture, horticulture,
vegetable farming, dairy farming and sericulture.

Preparations are going on for the second phase
construction of Chakradhuri Complex i.e.
casting the roof over 16,000 square feet area
amounting to RS 20 lakhs. Architectural Drawing
is included below.

The other specific educational plans given by PR
Sarkar under Gurukul are a music college, a
nurse training centre, a socio-economic liberation
research centre, an applied economics centre and a
sociology research centre.

A New Gurukula Publication - Neo-Humanist
Education, Documentation of NHE - edited by Didi
Ananda Rama has now been released. (see page 56).
An Education Training Camp was held in
Calcutta, Tiljala with theoretical and practical
classes on Neo-Humanist Education. The ETC
ended with a symposium with topics in social and
educational philosophy and systems.
Ac Rudrayamalananda Avt, recently posted
Karyalaya Sachiv of Mahasamiti has started
concentrating on Gurukula Mahasamiti
Office and publication work at Calcutta along with
his field work of affiliating the schools with
Gurukula. Coordinatng with ERAWS Department,
he is activating Vidya pratinitis, Vidya vivekas in
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Mechanical Engineering Biomedical & Healthcare
Engineering, Computer Science & Engineering.

Ac Dhanjoo Ghista, is the vice chancellor of academic
affairs of the AM Gurukula University Research Centers
and Educational Institutions. Below is an outline of his
developmental plan for the faculties of Ananda Marga
Gurukula at Anandanagar.

The inter-departmental programs would be in:
Technopreneurship and incubation of small-scale enterprises
(jointly with Faculty of Management Sciences), Energy
engineering Agricultural engineering, Communitydevelopment engineering, Informatics engineering,
Environmental & Ecological engineering, High-speed Rail
engineering, and Automobile Engineering.

AMG Development - June, 2000
by Ac. Dhanjoo N. Ghista

6. The Faculty of Natural Science will have
i) the departments of Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
Mathematics, and
ii) inter-departmental programs in Biochemistry & Biophysics,
Microbiology & Genetic Engineering, Astrophysics &
Cosmology, and Astrology (jointly with Tantra Vidya Piitha).

Each faculty will have a matrix academic format of
Colleges (or Departments) & Inter-Departmental Interdisciplinary Programs.

1. The Faculty of Social Sciences (FSS) will have
(i) Depts of Sociology, Economics, & Political Science, and
Inter-departmental programs in: Self-reliant community,
Cooperatives, Regional Federations, World Government. Thus
all the depts. would contribute to teaching, research and
community-work in all these programs.

7. The Faculty of Education will have
i) departments of Humanities & Social Sciences education,
Physical & Biological sciences education, Geographical &
Environmental sciences education, Agricultural & Farming
Education, & Mathematics education, and
ii) inter-departmental programs in Neo Humanistic education,
Rural Communities education, Women-oriented education.

2. The Faculty of Humanities will have
(i) Depts. Of Literature, History, Linguistics, Philosophy, &
Anthropometry and
ii) Inter-departmental programs in Philology, Societal &
Civilization dynamics, Cosmology & Evolution (jointly with
the Faculties of Tantra Vidya Piitha & Natural Sciences) on
Faculty structure of AMG

8. The Faculty of Arts will have
(i) departments of Music, Dance, & Painting and
ii) interdepartmental program in Prabhat Samgeet.
9. The Faculty of Mining & Mineralogy will have
(i) departments of Mining, Petroleum, Fossilography and (ii)
inter-departmental programs in Material science, Biomaterials,
Soil & Rock mechanics.

3. Tantra Vidya Piitha Faculty will have
(i) departments of Spirituality, Cosmology, Psychology, &
Behavioural science, and
(ii) inter-departmental programs in Taraka Brahma, Mind
formation-dynamics-rejuvenation, Microvita & evolution, and
Integrated Theory of Conscious-matter-mind.

10. The Faculty of Business & Management Science will
have (i) departments of Commerce, Business Administration
& incubation, Industrial Engineering, & Management Science,
and
(ii) inter-departmental programs in Healthcare-policy &
management, International Trade & Commerce.

4. The Faculty of Medicine will have Colleges of Allopathic
Medicine, Aryuvedic Medicine, Acupuncture, Homeopathy,
Unani & Siddha Medicine.
We have currently programs in Homeopathy & Acupuncture,
which we need to consolidate. We can develop Aryuvedic
Medical college, and then Allopathic Medical college as soon
as we can expand our Hospital into a 200 bed hospital.

11. The Faculty of Physical Education will have
(i) departments of Sports, Athletics, Martial-arts, and
(ii) interdepartmental programs in Sports Science, & Athletics
science.
12. The Faculty of Law & Jurisprudence will have
(i) departments of
a. Civil & Social Law
b. Primary Constitutional Law
c. Criminal Law & Penal Code
d. Business (Land & Property) Law
e. International Law, and
(ii) interdepartmental programs in
a. Multinational Companies
b. South-Asian Federation
c. Human rights
d. Constitution.

Among the inter-disciplinary PG specialty programs, we can
have
i. Primary Healthcare & Faculty Medicine
ii. Psycho-somatic Medicine
iii. Herbal Medicine
iv. Community Healthcare system
v. Disaster & Relief Medicine
vi. Healthcare Engineering & Management (as a joint program
between the Faculty of Medicine, Engineering & Management
Sciences)
5. The Faculty of Engineering will have the traditional depts.
of: Electrical & Electronics Engineering, Civil Engineering,
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Education Training Camp
May 2000
at Tiljala, Calcutta
Global Headquarters of AMPS
By Ac Devashraddhananda Avt
A five day Education Training Camp was
held at Tiljala, the Central camp
headquarters of AMPS, Calcutta India from
20th to 24th May 2000 on the occasion of
Ananda Purnima organized by Ac
Devashraddhanadna Avt, global Education
In charge - EI-1. Nearly 370 principals and
teachers from different parts of Delhi Sector
participated in the camp.

Badhaman University. He is a well wisher and
well acquainted with the literature and movement
of Ananda Marga for many years.

The theoretical and practical classes of NeoHumanistic Education were given by: Shrii
Sudhamshu Prasad, Headmaster of Nabaranpur
High School, Ranchi; Ac.Pratyagatmananda Avt.,
Ac Mohanananda Avt; Smt. Lakkhi and Brother
Gautam from Adarsh Seva Samstahan, Tatnagar;
Ac. Vijayanand Avt, Central Publication Secretary;
Ac Pareshananda Avt, Editor of Ananda Yug and
Ananda Rekha - bi monthly Hindi magazine of
AMPS. The classes included the play way method
of teaching different subjects to the students of
primary classes, child psychology, teaching
methodology, first aid, rhymes, games and sports,
prabhat samghiit etc. Training in craft education
was one of the attractive features of the camp.
There were classes on Grammar of Hindi and
Bengali languages from the works of Shrii P. R.
Sarkar. Apart from these classes, quiz
competition, rhymes and samkrta shloka
recitation competition also took place.

Symposium
A Symposium was held on two consecutive days,
ie. on the 22nd and 23rd of May 2000, which were
attended by the campers and guardians of our
schools. The topics of the symposia were “Shrii
Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar’s Contribution to
Children’s Literature” and Shrii Prabhat Rainjan
Sarkar’s Educational thoughts and the Present
Society”, respectively. On the first day, Dr. Mihir
Chandhury Kamilla, Professor of Bengali
Department in Bardhaman University was the
Chief guest who mainly focussed on the children’s
literature of Shrii Sarkar which, according to him,
is based on child psychology. Rhymes are not only
a rhythmic flow of words, rather they have
educational and moral value. The short stories for
children also have the same spirit which helps a
lot in the character building of a child. Ac.
Vijayananda Avt presided over the session.

The five day long ETC was inaugurated on 20th
May by Shri Pratab Chandra Chandra, the former
Union Minister of India , eminent educator, and
renowned and versatile author of a good number
of books. In his inaugural speech, he expressed
his concern for the degrading educational ideals
and confirmed immanence of the Neo-Humanist
ideology and system of education given by Shrii P
R Sarkar as the only solution.

The second day of the symposium was presided
over by Ac Svarupananda Avt., Principal of
Ananda Marga Degree College at Ananda Nagar.
Prof. Aman Math Ghosh, a professor of B. Ed.
College under Jadanpur University was the chief
speaker. While speaking at length on Neohumanistic education, he elaborated each letter of
EDUCATION in detail. He expressed the need of a
universal philosophy and comprehensive and
pragmatic system of education. He also
mentioned the qualities of a teacher as suggested
by Shri Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar.

A cultural program was staged on the 21st of May
at the same premises in which students of Ananda
Marga schools from Tiljala, Howrah and Kakinara
participated. The famous RAWA artist Miss
Shashati and her colleagues performed a befitting
dance based on Prabhat Samgiit. It was presided
over by Ac. Keshavananda Avt., Central ERAWS
Secretary and inaugurated by Shri Prabhat Kr.
Bandhopadhyaya, the former Register of

Ac Svarupananda Avt acquainted the audience
with the spirit and framework of Ananda Marga
Gurukul. He said it was the last gift to humanity
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by Shri Sarkar, given a few days before his
physical departure.

-

A thought exhibition on P R Sarkar was held as
well as a display of photographs of different
school activities in Delhi Sector. Praises were
awarded to the winners of different competitions
which were held during the camp by Ac
Keshavananda Avt, the Global ERAWS Secretary,
on the 24th of May, the last day of the camp. The
Reverend Purodah Pramukh, Ac Shraddhananda
Avt gave an inspiring speech at the concluding
session of ETC. The participants were very happy
with the programs and wished to organize more
and more such camps at regular intervals.

-

Each teacher working on these skills or tasks will
be coached by an advisor. The teachers are very
inspired by this approach as they are deepening
their interests and they are challenged to enrich
their skills and knowledge. The gathering of
further input from different teachers will enrich
the content of NHE.

Public speaking workshop

Education Training Camp
Berlin Sector April 2000

Public speaking was practiced since teachers need
to present their program with the children to the
parents on parent evenings. They need to be well
versed in presenting NHE. For this workshop the
teachers used their special interest and made a
brief presentation after studying the related
concepts of NHE and ideas of PR.Sarkar. We
have used material from the NHE documentation
for their brief study for this purpose.

Since last year we have been emphasizing the
special skill development of our teachers. The
teachers choose an area/subject of NHE that
interests them and do their own study, research,
gathering experience and knowledge. This ETC
the teachers have taken on a one year project for
which they will compile a paper of their study and
share with others at the next ETC. Some of the
tasks taken are:
-

Training manual for teachers in Art and
aesthetics
Making a video propagating the benefits of
vegetarian diet at our school
Spiritual educational program for children at
retreats

Emotional Intelligence Competence

We went through an outline of personal and social
competence according to some research on
Emotional Intelligence. Discussion, sharing of
experience and some practical activities made up
the workshop. The time for this topic was too
short and it was suggested having an entire
weekend on this topic would be very beneficial.
The outline is included on page 28.

Spiritual Education for ages 2 to 4
Environmental education for ages 6-12
Physical development of ages 0-2
Circle time for ages 4-6 incorporating the
Brahmacakra curriculum

Now, what will you do to counteract geo-sentiment, to safeguard yourself and also the collective body? (It is more important
to protect the collectivity than to save yourself.) First, you will study. And what will you do to remove the defects in study?
You will have to come to a logical decision after examining the positive and negative sides. And then, after reaching a
conclusion, you will decide whether that conclusion will be implemented or not; whether or not you will materialize that
conclusion will be decided on the basis of whether or not it is conducive to human welfare. This final decision, this
desiderative point, is your conscience. Finally, through this conscience, you can successfully combat geo-sentiment. Many
people have come into this world, who by their cunning have instilled various dogmas in peoples' minds and exploited them
in various ways. Ultimately the greatest necessity to fight against them is your conscience. I have already explained to you
what conscience is. You must keep your conscience ever vigilant. You must never merely applaud after hearing others' words
or reading books. You must not give undue importance to any person or any theory. In this way you will have to fight against
geo-sentiment through study and rationality. In the first stage you study; in the second you analyse the positive and negative
sides; and in the third stage you arrive at "blissful or non-blissful auxiliary or non-auxiliary" (That is, that which does or does
not contribute to the welfare of all.) When you complete this whole process of logical reasoning, the outcome is your
'awakened' conscience. This state of awakened conscience is what is called "rationalistic mentality."
Keep your conscience ever-vigilant. Develop a firm rationalistic mentality, and no one will be able to deceive you by false
geo-sentiment. This rationalistic mentality will provide you with sufficient inspiration and strength to fight against sociosentiment, ordinary humanistic sentiment, and pseudo-humanistic strategy. You will not only gain vocal strength, but become
strong in all respects.
from Liberation of Intellect - by Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar
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New York Sector’s
Education Training Camp
held June 27-29 at Ananda Kanan
New York Sector’s Summer ETC, was well
attended by about 40 teachers and acaryas. It
was organized by ERAWS Secretary, Dada
Dharmapremananda, with the assistance of
Vishala and others. The emphasis of this ETC
was two fold. One was to find a more systematic
way to transfer knowledge and techniques from
more developed schools to less developed schools.
The other was to provide schools with some
materials that they could use in their classrooms.

of communication, answering many questions
frequently asked by parents.
The second workshop was “Teaching NeoHumanist Songs in Schools”. In this workshop
we learned Arun’s technique for writing neohumanist songs for quiet time, and practiced
writing some songs as well. Arun distributed a
tape he had put together of some of the songs he
has composed for his school. (see page 24)

This year’s ETC got off to an exciting start with the
unveiling of the new Documentary on NeoHumanistic Education edited by Didi Ananda
Rama. This colorful book of professional quality is
a testament to 30 years of NHE around the world,
and was an inspiration to all of us attending the
ETC. It is now available for sale (see page 56).

The third workshop focussed on the “Use of
Classic Literature to Promote Neo Humanist
Values in Schools”. Using several books as
examples, we practiced Arun’s method called
“shared inquiry discussion” for promoting neohumanist values in the classroom through the use
of literature. Copies of the books were provided to
all by Vishala , through donations from book
publishers. (see page 21)

The key note speaker was Kulapati of Gurukula,
Dada Shambhushivananda. He spoke of the aim
of Gurukul which is to acquire knowledge for the
purpose of serving the universe with neo-humanist
spirit. He also spoke of the 6 dimensions of NeoHumanist Education which are: Inner and outer
ecology, Practical
life skills,
Conceptual skills,
Analytical ability,
Aesthetics and
creativity,
Intuitional
understanding of
past, present and
future, and
Universal love.
(see page 10)

Our second trainer was Vishala.
Vishala’s workshop, “Mathematics
Their Way”, was a hands on workshop
on teaching math to young children.
First she read us a story which she used
to demonstrate the link between
literature and mathematics. Afterwards
we broke into small groups and
collectively made some math materials
and practiced using them, with Vishala
modeling the “teacher”. Some great fun
and role playing ensued. Many
thousands of dollars worth of math
materials that Vishala had fundraised
from book publishers, were distributed to the
schools with discussion on their use. These
included Spanish and English Teacher's Resource
kits, Student Workbooks, Manipulatives and CD
Roms - five full classrooms sets of each.

The main trainer
was Arun, the
Director of the
Progressive School of Long Island. Arun was
assisted by Kalyan, a teacher in his school. With a
lifetime of work as an educator and 15 years as the
Director of a neo-humanistic school, Arun guided
us all in the practical implementation of our NHE
philosophy in the classroom through three
workshops.

The last meeting was a discussion group among
the teachers in our schools, led by Kalyan,
planning our collective focus in education for the
next year. We also had the benefit of the guidance
of Kulapati, Dada Shambhushivananda, during
this discussion time. Many good ideas were
shared.

The first workshop entitled “Speaking with
Guardians” was about learning techniques for
communicating our educational philosophy in
ways that people can understand. Through skits
and role playing, we were able to explore new ways
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What is Neo-Humanist Education and How is it Different from
other Educational Systems?
•
•
•

Dada Shambhushivananda has given the philosophical basis.
Arun has shared his practical application of it in his 15 year old NHE school.
Berlin Sector summarized it at a panel discussion at their Summer Conference August 5th

Six Dimension of NHE
Combined Notes from talks given by Dada Shambhushivananda at New York Sector's ETC and at a Berlin
Sector NHE presentation

society have done much damage in the name of
freedom and liberty.

1. Anamaya - (Healthy Life Style) Inner and
Outer Ecology
Inner and outer ecology is an ecological principle. What
is happening inside effects us. What is happening
outside effects us. We are not free from the
environment in which we live. When we for example
converse with each other we absorb each other's minds
and affect each other. The design of the environment
needs to be in a positive resonance with the inner world
of the individual. Also, what I have inside is a concern
for the whole society because it effects the whole
society. It does not only effect me. We have to control
both our inner and outer ecology. Before we can control
it, we have to understand it. As our minds move there
are obstacles in the form of samskaras expressing
themselves. Because of samskaras, conflict situations
arise. Understanding one's inner ecology is important to know what is there and all the dynamics - because it
shapes the outside. Our mind and spirit are like two
strangers living in the same house and not talking to
each other. They need to get to know each other.
From an early age the study of living structures is
important, humans, plants and animals, and their
interaction with the environment. Things which were a
mystery many decades ago are no longer a mystery.

3. Manomaya- (Decision Making) Conceptual Skills and Analytical ability
Decision making ability is the ability to conceptualize a
problem, to know how to get information, and to have
the ability to make a decision . Before you acquire
information, you need to know what you need. How will
you know what you need unless you have a conceptual
understanding of the problem. The information will not
solve the problems. So we need to understand the
problems - what is the reality - what is the model of the
reality. And then one needs to apply practical
intelligence and rationality. It is important to learn how to
utilize one's learning potential rather than just acquiring
information. Knowing how to go about getting the
knowledge and the power to solve problems with that
knowledge, is as important as the learning itself. Skills
are required for this .
But for acquiring knowledge, we also need a proper
receptacle.
In first lesson, with bhuta shuddi what we are doing is
that we are planting a signal inside the brain. The
purpose of that signal is that we are taking an idea that I
am alone in this universe. Our minds are full of input. It
is so easy for things to get inside but not so easy for
them to get out. Knowingly or unknowingly, willingly or
unwillingly these things are going inside of us. With
Bhuta Shuddi, we take an idea - the opposite idea, which
acts as a filter. I am alone - I am not connected to the
world. It is a simple idea but a powerful idea. This idea
gives one the capability to be able to take hold of what
comes inside and have some control over it. A part of
us will be observing what is going in and what is going
out.

2. Kamamaya- ( Life Skills) Practical Life
Skills and Ethics
Practical life skills involve developing the skills one
needs to stand on one's own feet. These are skills
necessary to survive in the world - how to change a tire,
build a house, how to swim - as well as broad
categories such as interpersonal skills, social skills,
entrepreneurial skills, mechanical skills, trade training,
computational skills, business skills , how to use money,
how to use technology. We have to expose children to
all the practical life skills. From kindergarten knowledge
of farming should be taught. Children should know
about plants, how they grow. They should know about
homeopathy - what herbs are good for which illness,
etc. Cardinal human values guide the interactions
between people and the interactions with the material
world. If we do not have knowledge of how to use
resources and skills properly we can do much damage.
We need to recognize that certain institutions in the

The same principal applies to education. Through the
educational process we are implanting certain values. If
values are not implanted in childhood, we have the
power inside of us and are misusing it. We have to learn
how to use it. How are we going to effect the society by
what we are doing - we are not just making money. In
the traditional gurukula system the guru would test the
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palmistry and astronomy. It involves analyzing history.
What was done in the past is responsible for the current
situation. It involves the ability to understand the future.
It involves vision modeling - what we want to see for the
future and also applying awakened conscience. The
study of biographies, different scientists, poets,
literatures and what they have done in their life and how
they have contributed in the development of the society
is important. Society is changing so fast. Education
should be such that it can give us that predictive ability
and the vision modeling for what we want the society to
be like and how to take it there, so we are not blind
followers but have the ability to visualize the society that
we want to create and the things we have to do.
Futuristic sense must never be lost sight of in developing
our curriculum. We need to be alert to what is good for
the society and what is not, and incorporate into our
educational system, indicators of what is good and what
is not.

student for many years before he gave him knowledge,
because knowledge is power. So first you have to make
sure that the person to whom you are going to the give
the knowledge is a proper receptacle. You have to go
through a certain process to make the proper receptacle.
Reverence for the teacher also is necessary in order to
receive the knowledge.

4. Atimanasa - (Aesthetics) Aesthetics and
Creativity - The beauty of life
A wider sense of aesthetics is implied in all aspects of
life, not only in art, dance and music, to develop the
sensibilities of the child to subtler things. The purpose
is to bring humanity together. It is about how to address
a problem, how to deal with decision making so as to
bring trust and happiness to the people concerned.
Problems should always be solved in such a way that
the gap is reduced between people, so that it brings
people together, instead of separating them. The
application of aesthetics is to uplift the society. It is not
just a question of what action we do , but how it is done.
Is it done so it brings happiness and joy, engenders
trust, builds human relationships, the positive things in
life, or does it pull people apart. People can make
mistakes but it is important to know how to rectify them
in a way that does not create more anger, etc. One also
needs to learn psychology - office psychology, public
psychology, etc. - and understand human beings
working in groups. We need to learn a way of acting and
reacting. Aesthetic training includes psychological
understanding. Also, understanding mudras and subtler
aspects of expressions. This is the art of expression
and communication.

6. Hiranyamaya - (Universal Love) Realization of Higher Consciousness .
Universal love is the spiritual dimension without which
everything would go to waste. If we have everything and
we don't have this - we have nothing. It includes
practicing and acquiring discipline, to control the vrttis
and deal with one's own samskaras. It is necessary to
begin meditation at an early age so as to understand the
world within. Love takes a long time to develop.
Teachers need to do sadhana to move beyond their own
complexes. Children are teaching us - because they
show us our imperfections - what we can handle and
what we cannot handle. It is always an effort and
humbling to learn form our mistakes. Children are closer
to the future than we are. The children can escort us.
Teachers are in touch with the future by being in touch
with the children.

5. Vijanamaya-(Intuition) - Intuitional Insight
and Predictive Skills
Historical insight and predictive skills is concerned with
intuition. It involves understanding past, present and
future and includes biographies, cultural history,

How does our philosophy effect the way we teach different traditional aspects of education ?
Notes from ETC class by Arun

1. Reading - When you are reading somebody's work
you are spending time in their company. Who do you
want children to spend time with? People who will
elevate their minds. Selection of Literature is what is
important in a Neo-Humanist school's reading
curriculum. There are plenty of systems about How to
teach reading. What to read, is how we differ. In public
schools the priority is that the child must learn the
technical skills of reading first. Second, they must
practice reading as much as possible, regardless of the
content ! And third, if it is possible, they should read
some decent literature. In NHE, the priorities are
reversed. First, the children should read inspiring
literature that will be uplift their character. Second,

For the general public, education is about reading,
writing, arithmetic, social studies and science. Society
considers values education to be the domain of the
family, not the school. In a Neo-Humanist School this is
very different. Our philosophy affects every aspect of
the school curriculum and how it is taught. We infuse
our academia with our spiritual and moral education.
We cannot conceive of a classroom that doesn't give
equal time to trifareous personal development. We also
support and guide families in their attempt to impart a
moral education. For this class we will focus on some
ways our philosophy directly and practically impacts
upon traditional subject areas.
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because they are reading good books, books that make
a difference in their lives, they will be motivated to be
more active readers. Third, their skill development will
follow naturally with practice and instruction. This is not
a theory. I have been implementing this order of
priorities with children ages 4 to 14 for the past 16 years.
The result is that while our top priority of Neo-humanistic
values education is achieved through literature, our
students have still made us the top scoring school in the
New York area on technical exams as well. This attracts
more children to us, allowing us to reach a greater
audience with our important Neo-Humanist message.

facts. An example of "deep study" is a 10 week
treatment of marine mammals in first grade. Always
included in this is applying one's knowledge or
conclusions.

2. Writing - In a Neo-Humanist school, writing is done
for service and blessedness. When you are writing you
are affecting someone else's mind. The images you
plant bear fruit in the reader's mind. The reader will also
in his or her time propagate these images in their own
writing, thus creating a domino like effect that may be
positive or negative depending on the quality of the
writing. Even small children in first grade can be taught
to understand that writing has consequences for the
collective. Just ask them where they got the most
horrible images in their minds -- from another writer !!
Writing is an art and a responsibility. Children can be
inspired to write if they see that their writing serves a
purpose. Teachers must be creative and resourceful in
seeking out or inventing these opportunities. In fact, all
school subjects should be dyed in the colors of real life
application. Then motivation will remain high and long
term assimilation is more likely. The vast majority of
progressive school graduates return to say goodbye
before going off to college with these words "Everything I
learned at Progressive, I remembered. I learned a little
since then, and most of it is already forgotten." In
conclusion, writing is for service, blessedness, for
elevation - not just because the writer feels like saying it.

6. Social Studies - Our philosophy profoundly effects
the way we teach Social Studies. Neo-Humanism
begins with humanism, a love and appreciation for a
universal humanity. Therefore, our social studies
curriculum must attempt to engender that love while
overcoming geo and socio-sentiments inherent within all
students and teachers. The conclusions reached by
proper study must then be enacted ! This is called
Awakened Conscience. Our social studies therefore is
vast in scope, teaching about many cultures, and
according to the age of the child, also teaching about
economic and political systems, their strategies, and
their means of exploitation.

5. Healthy Living - (often called health and hygiene in
public schools) includes learning about nutrition and
vegetarianism. It includes those aspects of social norms,
16 points, yama and niyama, that relate to cleanliness
and physical health. It includes asanas as well. Our
health curriculum differs drastically from that of
traditional schools.

7. Extra Subjects - Our philosophy dramatically affects
what other subjects we offer such as meditation
classes, yoga, art and music (done in a unique way that
overcomes pseudo culture and promotes true human
culture), second language at an early age, nutrition,
physical education (includes asanas), handicrafts, and
practical skills appropriate to the age of the student.
8. Methods - Our philosophy also impacts what Methods
we use. Methods are geared toward applied knowledge
- putting things into practice. Hands-on learning is
emphasized - through drama, play and stories - not dry
textbook learning. There has to be some manipulation
of materials, some chance to play .

3. Math - is a doorway for an expansive understanding
of the universe and is also practically applied as a tool in
a benevolent way. Using social problems as themes of
word problems encourages this practical application.
Studying the mathematical patterns in everything of this
universe connects us to a higher intelligence.

9. Personal Characteristics Area - is barely addressed
in public schools. Parents looking for more guidance in
this come to a private school. They find they are trying
to teach good values at home with no support in the
public school or from TV, music or movies. We address
the personal characteristics through:
• Moral code
• Teaching manners
• Teaching study skills
• Organization
• Service
• Conduct with elders and youngers
• Interpersonal relationships
• Problem solving
• A unique method of discipline that rewards and
punishes behavior logically and dispassionately,
whose corrective measures inspire better behavior
rather than just inflict physical or mental pain, whose
goals are not creating a pleasing façade which

4. Science - In a Neo-Humanist School the emphasis is
on ecology, an understanding of systems within
systems; a love for animal, plants and the inanimate
world. Through the proper study of science children can
realize the interconnectedness of all things, the great
mystery at the center of it all, and their place in the grand
scheme. Not every child will be reached in the same
manner. One will have their higher mind opened
through music, one through literature, another through
science, a fourth through social action. It is very
important that the consistency is there from discipline to
discipline. This will allow the mind to make intuitive
inferences and experience the philosophy in all its
beauty. At Progressive we require deep study of a few
science topics at every grade level, rather than a surface
treatment of many areas with plenty of memorization of
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disappears outside of adult supervision, but molding
the inner child.

These are some basic areas that any parent or educator
can understand and see the difference that the touch of
our philosophy has initiated. I have found that teachers,
parents and community leaders understand our
philosophy through how we allow it to transform all the
above areas, topics that they are indeed familiar with. It
is quite rare that someone who is a not familiar with our
philosophy (which is nearly everyone in the world) can
come to understand our philosophy, or care about it,
through a reading of what we believe it to be.

10. Teachers - Teachers must be individuals who can
embody and model the philosophy and who love
children. At the Progressive school, teachers must
have two or three years NHE training on site as
apprentices before becoming a head teacher. Our
requirements for a teacher stray deeply into the personal
realm, unlike other schools. We consider teachers to be
role models, not just technicians.
11. Assessment - performance based and not
knowledge based. What did you do? - Not -What do
you know?

What is Neo-Humanist Education?
Notes from a Panel Discussion at Berlin Sector's Summer Conference August 5th
Notes prepared by Supriya Rathwell
corner both at school and at home where children can
meditate by themselves whenever they choose.

At this presentation we were fortunate to have the
participation of both Kulapati Dada Shambushivananda
and respected senior margi Mangal Bihari from
Rajasthan.

Universal Love
Madhavi, directress of the Hoorn NH kindergarten in
Holland, discussed the second aspect of NHE universal
love as love for all creation, and creation of a family
feeling of interconnectedness with all. Baba said no 'ism"
except universalism can be tolerated in the educational
system. Actually the principles of NHE are based on
universal love, which is the love for all created beings,
whether animate or inanimate. The principle of universal
love in education is to create bhakta's, devotees, who
love the universe and see God in everything. It is to help
children develop the cult of devotion, reverence and
benevolence in themselves and to put this into practice
in life. Devotional sentiment is the highest and most
valuable treasure of humanity and must be preserved
most carefully. It must be preserved from the onslaught
of materialistic thinking by building a protective fence
around it. The principle of universal love in NHE one of
the most effective tools we can provide our children
with. It will ensure that their natural sense of reverence
and devotion gets strengthened and does not get
trodden on.

Didi Ananda Rama introduced the participants and
recent developments in NHE worldwide. She proposed
a framework for presenting NHE to others in simple
terms using three of its key aspects:
1. Self development
2. Universal love
3. Cardinal human values

Self Development
Kindergarten teacher, Laksmi from Germany talked
about the first aspect of self-development as holistic
personality development with emphasis on spiritual and
tantric yoga practices. Self-development should
enhance the integration of the human personality. It
implies a balance of the physical, mental and spiritual
potentialities of the person. The mind is on a continuum
from cruder expression to subtler expression,
culminating in the spiritual sphere where the mind
becomes absorbed in the infinite consciousness. In
each of the layers of the mind there is an increasing
awareness and depth to inner knowledge, culminating in
perfect self-knowledge.

But how do you teach love? Baba says that to teach love
you have to embody it. To embody love one must see
all as divine. This means simply that (1) In order to be
able to impart universal love, the teacher is to embody
it. (2). The teacher needs to see the child as a divine
being who is striving for something great. It is important
for her to see that children are innately good and have
an innate desire to learn and develop themselves.

Children learn to develop an internal awareness leading
towards spiritual development by keeping a regular
quiet time, by kiirtan and meditation, by visualizations
and by centering games. Laksmi discussed the benefits
of meditation and illustrated how we teach meditation to
children from a young age so it becomes a habit in their
lives. In NH schools children meditate each day at
circle time or in their children's dharmacakra. She
described how we can also create a special meditation

Teaching universal love is a natural process. As
educators what we are doing is bringing out the love
which is already there within each child. If it wasn't
already there, it would be an impossible task. The flame
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were the most effective ways of helping children develop
their morality. Children absorb what you do rather than
what you say. They learn by daily habits such as not
hurting their friends, eating vegetarian food, feeding
animals, watering plants, meditation etc. Supriya showed
yama and niyama pictures and badges used in the
Verona kindergarten which show the positive side of
each principle. Children from 6 to 12 years are in a
sensitive period for moral development and stories and
drama are particularly helpful for them to work out right
and wrong for themselves. For older children we use
moral dilemmas for discussion, service projects,
collecting for AMURT/EL, marches against pseudoculture, work on prejudices etc.

of love which is already kindled needs only to be
developed more, so as to make it shine into the world.
How? Some of the approaches are:
1. Instilling the spirit of social service on an individual
level ( by encouraging the child to do kind deeds) and
collective level (by rendering collective service eg.
rescue work)
2. Instilling positive attitudes in children towards each
other
3. By teaching yama-niyama. The child needs to learn to
control her/his vrttis, becoming aware of their own short
comings and learning to deal with them. To practice
universal love requires self-discipline.
4. Loving example of the teacher
5. Kiiirtan and meditation, creating a spiritual
environment
6. Raising the consciousness and developing the
children's discriminatory powers. Teaching children the
sense of one universal family, that everything has an
existential value and is interconnected. All this
strengthens their love for creation.
7. Cultural events
8. Developing a sense of forgiveness. Baba says that
through the cult of love all of human existence will
become spiritually strengthened. The human mind
becomes stable, blissful and dynamic.

The responsibility for moral education lies with both
parents and teachers. NH schools have a role in parent
education for example running workshops to help
parents understand children's development from a yoga
psychology point of view. For a healthy development of
the child's will we must not restrict the child, nor leave
the child too much to her/his own devices with no
guidance. Parents must be careful of what they expose
children to - schools, TV, books, publicity etc. and see
what values they are projecting. Both margi teachers
and parents benefit from LFT training and regular
seminars. Cardinal human values should begin in the
home, be cultivated at school, and enhanced in our
social relationships and through the example of senior
members of our society.

Cardinal Human Values
Supriya, teacher from the NH kindergarten in Italy,
introduced the third aspect cardinal human values as a
principled life-style using yama and niyama as the
cardinal human values. Baba said "The practice of
morality should be the most important subject in the
syllabus at all levels." He answered the question
"why?" by explaining that morality is not an end in itself
but a means for spiritual realization. In the words of the
Supreme Command 'without yama and niyama sadhana
is impossible'. The child has to develop her/his moral
sense in order to achieve emotional and spiritual
maturity. Our moral conscience is like our intelligence,
capable of perfection and elevation. It is part of
developing the conscious mind. Morals are accepted
rules and standards of behavior. The society in which
we live now unfortunately is not a moral society. The
predominant values now are economic, material values
of the vaeshyan era (avidya related, tying us to the
material world). We want to educate towards spiritual
values or sadvipran values (vidya related, leading to
divinity).

Looking Back and Looking Forward
Mangal Bihari inspired us all by his personal
recollections of Baba's founding of the first AM schools
and Baba's comments on education and the upbringing
of children. Through education Baba wanted us to touch
the children of the world. When Baba created ERAWS
education was the first topic to be addressed and AMBE
was created to publish books, set exams and register
schools. After Ceacescu died in Romania, the
agreement AM children's homes signed with the
government was shown to Baba, and Baba said that He
had a lot of things to say about education. On 7th
September 1990 Baba said AMBE should be revamped
and called AM Gurukul, and in 40 days He gave
instructions about GK which have become the GK
guidelines. The night before He left His body, Baba
composed two Prabhat Samgiit songs, one on Ananda
Nagar and the last song, number 5018 was on Gurukul.
Baba said that Gurukul is my gift to humanity. We
should not follow blindly what is going on in the world,
but we should present our own view of education.

Yama and niyama are the ten universal cardinal
principles which make up the first two steps of astaunga
yoga. We want to integrate these principles into our
daily lives, so we can be role models as teachers and
parents., and we want to teach the principles to
children. How we teach yama and niyama naturally
depends on the age of the children. Baba said that by
the age of 5 children have formed their moral outlook,
so the first period is very important. Baba believed that
adults' affectionate behavior and good role modeling

Dada Shambushivananda concluded the presentation
and gave us insights into the current position of NHE
and GK. He expressed that no revolution can take place
Continued on Page 23
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History, Karma and the Spiritually Critical
Imagination:
Reflections on Classroom Practice
By Marcus Bussey
"History is a resplendent reflection of collective life whose study will be of immense inspiration for
future generations." P.R.Sarkar
"We live only in the early dawn of human self-consciousness...Our antagonists are...want of courage,
want of curiosity and want of imagination...These are... the jailers of human freedom and achievement..."
H.G.Wells
"Imagination is more important than knowledge." Albert Einstein
"To be alive is to participate deeply in a web of interactions embracing past, present and future."
Hedley Beare and Richard Slaughter

their descendents. So, Pitrpurusebhyo namah.
Pitrpurusebhyo namah. To all our forebears who
came into this world and left this world. So many
people, so many millions of people, came during
the last ten lakh years. So, Pitrpurusebhyo
namah. 'I do namah to those people,' because I
am a continuity of those people in the flow of the
human race." (AV 30, p 19)

Ever since I was a child I have had a strange
attraction to the past. Perhaps it is because I was
born on the last day of the year and the
propensity of New Years Eve is to look back over
what has been done, the Auld Lang Syne
syndrome, rather than look forward. What ever
the reason the past has regularly held me in its
spell. The mystery, the romance, the sheer
heroism that marks out the human struggle to
transcend their limitations - be they physical,
psychic or spiritual - is all written there in the
past.

This respect and reverence for the past translates
into respect and reverence for the future. It also
brings with it a sense of belonging and being
pivotal to the story. When we write or teach
history we need to have this awareness in order to
encompass something of the spirit of human
endeavour.

Littered throughout the ages lie secret insights
into myself - whatever whispers my soul
possesses have been cried from one age to the
next. We are now, all of us at the cutting edge of
history where past meets present and runs off
into the infinity of the future. This is really
exciting for me. The past and the future existing
like the front and back cover of a book.

History Connects Us to Our Humanity

This is crucial because without an empathic link
to the past we cannot have any such link with the
present struggles of humanity. We remain locked
in our own safe worlds, hypnotised by the dogmas
and sentiments that hold us firmly in the illusion
that all is stable and as it should be. We forget
about the oppression of many races, of the
gendered inequities and socio-economic
disparities that distort our world and prevent the
majority of humanity, including ourselves, from
realising out true human potential.

And we have a debt, an irredeemable debt to our
ancestors for without them we would be nothing.
We can make good this debt simply by being the
best we can so that future generations will look
upon us kindly and say of us that we too have
played a worthy role in the story, the history, of
humanity. Baba reminds us of this debt every
day having given us our bath mantra - what a joy
to sing this beautiful sloka to the sun and to
know that Lords Krishna and Shiva also looked
up at that very same sun, to know that all the
countless generations that preceed us have also
looked upon that light and then to shift focus and
know that generations unborn will also share this
sun with us. We are all connected in one amazing
cosmic story.

Baba says quite categorically that only that
"which increases human beings' arena of spiritual
awareness and thus renders the intellect more
subtle, which enhances the knowledge of various
branches of art and science - such as literature,
fine art, pure science, technology, social science,
etc - and which places human beings on a firm
foundation, deserves to be called genuine history."
The rest is simply propaganda for certain interest
groups.

Baba talking of the bath mantra said: "Now you
know, so many human beings came, and you are
descendents of those old human beings who came
here and who left this world long ago. You are

Neo-Humanist Subjectivity

This is not to say that history should be stripped
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before us. This gives us an extended sense of the
present or what Elise Boulding calls the 200 year
present. See Fig 1.

of its subjectivity, it needs this to add human
warmth and force to the fires long dead. What is
called for however is a neo-humanist subjectivity
that is benevolent and inclusive of all, as opposed
to being selective and blind to many aspects of the
past.

In this act of remembering the past neo-humanist
subjectivity is not neutral (beware history which
makes this claim). It is affecting a universal and
ethical stance which measures an action or event
by the amount of good it generated for the
greatest amount of people. It takes inspiration
from human capacity to rise above obstacles and
creatively engage with their environments.

Neo-humanist history seeks to remove the
distortions that have occurred as a result of the
pressures of dogma (religious, class or economic)
and socio-sentiment (family, tribe, nation). In my
home country of Australia, for instance, we have
been struggling with understanding how our
indigenous Aboriginal peoples can reclaim their
identity and history without somehow
compromising white egos. Compromise is of
course essential for reconciliation to occur. This
is an emotionally charged issue as is all historyin-negotiation when images and myths are
contested.

History always reflects the preoccupations of its
day. It draws strength from this as it becomes a
major avenue for cultural self analysis. So, even
though the old adage that 'History is written by
the victors' most certainly holds true, the fact is
that it can be tempered by the compassionate
heart and a critically spiritual imagination.

The task of neo-humanist subjectivity in such a
situation is to offer textured meaning which
allows for the multi-layered nature of such an
issue to be interacted with intellectually,
emotionally, imaginatively and spiritually. Good
history is always made up of such a layering and
weaving. The present casts different shadows on
the past which is forever alive in the present's
dialogue with it just as the future is stretching off

Teaching History

Teaching history must start with this quality: the
critically spiritual imagination. Such an
imagination is arrived at when we combine the
discriminatory wisdom of neo-humanism (the
critical faculty of benevolent mind) with a living
connection with existence that comes as we
practice meditation.

Figure 1
The Extended Present -Elise Boulding
...a medium range of time, which is neither too long or too short for immediate comprehension, and which has an
organic quality that gives it relevance for the present moment.
This medium range is the 200-year present. That present begins 100 years ago today, on the day of birth of those
among us who are centenarians. Its other boundary is the hundredth birthday of the babies born today. This
present is a continuously moving moment, always reaching out 100 years in either direction from the day we are
in. We are linked with both boundaries of this moment by the people among us whose life began or will end at
one of those boundaries, five generations each way in time.
It is our space, one that we can move around in directly in our own lives and indirectly by touching the lives of
the young and old among us.
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The Critically Spiritual Imagination

In practical terms this means that teachers need
to foster critical spirituality within their lives by:

The following table (Fig. 2) shows how the
development of a critically spiritual imagination
works through a stage wise progression. It is
neither water-tight nor are the stages intended to
be necessarily sequential as we try to implement
all three at once, but they are helpful in
understanding the way the critically spiritual
imagination develops from concrete activities like
reading material that contests current world
views, collecting stories (historical, mythic) and
developing the habit for meditating, through to
open ended historical thinking that is as
concerned with the future and the goals of human
civilization , active engagement with the creation
of one human story from the many (mytho-poetic
dreaming) and deep meditative practices that puts
one in touch with our interconnectedness with the
entire drama of existence

•
Studying the principles of neo humanism;
•
Sharing, nurturing and tempering their
insights through discussions with others;
•
Reflecting on their own (small) place in the
flow of human civilisation - looking for physical,
emotional, intellectual, ethical and spiritual debts;
•
Training the imaginative faculty of entering
into the lives of others;
•
Meditating regularly.
Teachers also need to begin their own historical
research. I am lucky that I was born with a
passion for history, but not everyone has such a
passion. This is not to say however that it cannot
be gained. It is an old spiritual truth that one
may have the good karma to find a Guru, but
from that point on you must work to create the
good karma to stay with the Guru. Similarly we
need to create the momentum in our lives to enter
into the history of all that is around us.

Fig 2. Critically Spiritual Imagination
The Critical

Social
Deconstruction

Neo-Humanist
Theory

Neo-Humanist Goal/
Futures Perspective

The Spiritual

Cult

Principle

Mission

The Imaginative

Reading / Collecting

Retelling /
Integrating

Dreaming /
Generating

teach about something, but it is important to
realise that sometimes students can share their
link to a bygone age with you and inspire you with
their own enthusiasm. This is why I sometimes
teach very open ended history which allows
students to seek out what inspires them and
share it with the class. This kind of teaching
requires you to teach the process of historical
research.

History is all around us

Now everything around us has a story. The light
bulb, the computer and car, your favourite music
and painter, your favourite sport or sporting hero,
and also your favourite food. Start off reading
about things you are attracted to and let the
stories spill out ward as they have a habit of
doing. Also start reading historical novels and
when you find ones you enjoy, look at the music
that relates to that period. Look for art that also
comes from that period.

For children this is relatively simple:
1. Select a topic you are interested in - Pirates
2. Find some information on the subject - books,
CD roms, internet, popular anecdote, interview,
etc..
3. Use this information to map out content of
research - ie 'Famous Pirate', 'Pirate ships', "Pirate
journies", etc...
4. Teacher asks one or two expansion questions
like - "Why did people become pirates?", "Did
many pirates reform?", "Do you know any good

History is all around us but it is complex and
subtle and forever shifting because it requires
both factual input - to structure the story - and
imaginative engagement. It is through our shared
humanity, which empowers us through an
empathic link with those of the past, that we can
bring history to life.

The Historical Process

When you feel this link then you are ready to
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weeks with practical experimentation by the
children scratching on rocks, bark, wood, etc.
The point is that imaginative expression ties in
with practical explorations as to how we might
count and when we enter the truly historical
period ( when records began) we can look at
various civilizations and then how zero was
invented by the Arabs and what it meant for place
value and so on.

pirate stories or music?", "Were any pirates
women?" etc.
5. Teacher helps children arrange their
information in an age appropriate way.

History in the Classroom

Because culture is an expression of the collective
endeavour of humanity nothing that is taught is
without historical roots. Everything has a story
and can be brought to life for the children through
relating that story. Imaginative embellishment is
allowable here and you can also use props.

The whole story makes so much more sense that
the usual superficial a historical presentation of
early number systems.

Take the story of numbers for an example. This is
a long story and can be broken up into a number
of sections by reference to some of the early
cultures (Egyptians, Pheonecians, Summarians,
Greeks, Romans, Mayans, Chinese, etc. ) you
know of and the way they counted and recorded
numbers. Set the scene by showing some simple
ways of recording numbers: scratches on bark or
rock.

History under Attack

Now we live in an increasingly condensed world
where time is compressed into itself and historical
vision is relegated to the sentimental and
spurious. At the end of 1999 there was a prolific
explosion of reflective media on the 20th century focussing on the great people - the top 20
scientists, artists, musicians, politicians, etc.
There was also a lot of material extolling progress
as it is perceived by the west.

Then tell a simple story like the following sometimes I might use some of the children's
names here - but this time I make them up.

History is now both a commercial product popular history abounds in all bookshops - and a
political football. Recently John Howard, the
Australian prime minister, railed against what he
called 'the black arm band' type of history that
decried the treatment of Australia's Aboriginal
population by white Australians. The fact that
this history - the story of white invasion of a
continent and the exploitation and devaluation of
indigenous culture and peoples for two centuries
was essentially true was beside the point. In his
mind it was unbalanced because it failed to take
into account the fact that many whites were 'nice
guys' who were simply victims of their day.

"A very long time ago people didn't know how to
count. A girl called Rina and her dog Tok were
walking to find water when she saw a great big
mango tree.
"As Rina was admiring the tree she noticed a
group of monkeys approaching. They chattered
noisily and were obviously hungry just like Rina
was.
"Rina thought of her mother and father and the
other people of her camp and knew they could eat
these mangoes. But if she were to leave the tree
and go and tell them, those greedy monkeys
would certainly make off with many of the best
fruits.

Finally, an attack has been made on history itself
within academia and the schools. Governments
world wide are slashing funds to all humanity
departments - severely curtailing historical
research - and in schools history is still often
taught in a dry and repetitious way. The end
result is that people get turned off it and cease to
look to the past as an aid to self understanding
and personal inspiration. The present is alive and
well, thank you - the past is over and done with.
This mono-temporalism is becoming endemic
linked as it is to the spread of Western global
mono-culture.

"This gave Rina an idea. She took some bark
from a tree and scratched on it with some soft
chalky rock. She drew a picture of a tree and next
to the tree she drew 20 small circles. She
threaded some long grass through a hole in the
bark and tied it around Tok's neck. Tok ran to
the camp of Rina and when the people saw Tok
and read his message they set out to find Rina.
"Rina had bravely defended the tree's fruit and her
tribe ate many mangoes.

One casualty of this development has been the
children's historical novel. These were very
popular during the 1950s and 1960s but rapidly
went out of fashion in the 1970s being replaced
by stories focusing on the 'here and now'. I have

Such a story, which can of course become the
basis for a play, can be elaborated on and the
history of numbers explored over many days or
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through the use of imagination.

a growing collection of these older novels gleaned
from second hand book shops and fete stalls. I
read them to children who invariably love them.
They are exciting and simply yet vividly evoke the
past and the similarities and differences of people
then and now.

Story, Text and Fantasy

Reaching child via the imagination is done
through many media. I tell stories as anecdote "Did you know Columbus went to the Americas a
couple of times and that he died poor and almost
unknown having been sacked as Governor
General of Spain's growing colony?"

The Trans-Disciplinary Curriculum

I feel history is of central importance to all
academic areas as, along with the creative arts, it
has a central function within the transdisciplinary curriculum. The story of how things
came to be, how ideas grew, how concepts were
formulated, words created, and people propelled
to change their worlds through revolutionary
breakthroughs of understanding is what can bring
any subject alive for a child.

I also read historical novels to my students. I will
make a book list at the end of this article to help
you start finding such books your self, but be
warned: Many are out of print. Such a book as
Vian Smith's wonderful story Moon in the River
(1969) draw children right in with an explosive
start and a wonderful play between creativity and
culture, animal and human and the role of
generosity in human evolution. And all this set in
neo-lithic times!

In effect there are two layers of history to be
taught in neo-humanist schools. The first is the
subject itself and the second is the culturally alive
layering of knowledge which can be interspersed
with stories and anecdotes to add meaning and
enrich the learning process.

On top of this I read historical novels to keep up
my own inspiration. A few books that have really
touched me in recent years are Roberto Calasso's
The Marriage of Cadmus and Harmony , Bernard
Cornwell's The Winter King and its sequels,
Rosmary Sutcliff's The Knight's Fee, Vikram
Chandra's Red Earth and Pouring Rain , Eduardo
Galeano's Genesis and Chaim Potok's The Book of
Lights.

History for all Ages

It is never too soon to start teaching history in
pre-schools and schools. I spent some time with
some 5 to 7 year olds last week. Collectively they
possessed a vast array of historical knowledge.
They new about Egyptian pyramids and dragons,
Apollo and Greek geometry. This all came out of
conversation and story telling.

I also get children involved in drama in which we
re-enact situations from history like a Roman
feast or the invasion of the Americas. Acting is a
wonderful adjunct to history - but make sure that
the words are ethical and humorous and do not
accept the current propagandas such as the
Columbus story. Ironic plots help to through
such myths into a light that makes them
questionable and problematic.

And here is a key to history - the art of
remembrance is linked to the human love and
need for story. A lot of information, important
cultural and historical information, is encoded in
the stories we receive as children. Recently, the
Yugoslav leader Slobodan Milosovic, harnessed
the will and support of a large proportion of the
Serb people for his activities in the Kosovo region
by reminding them all of the story of valiant
Prince Lazar who fought and died there for the
Serb people.

Finally there is also the realm of fantasy, pure and
simple. Most fantasy and science fiction brings
with it a history - the Lord of the Rings is the
classic example. Such books - The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe, The Wizard of Earthsea,
Dune, Star Trek, etc... - all bring with them a
substantial historical context. By reading such
works, adults and children both gain a sense of
the relevance of history to story. The wonderment
and power of history is laid bare through the
sheer imaginative force of such works.

History as politics but also history as self
identification in which personal pride and
inspiration (emotionally charged with a
connection to childhood memories as child
embraces self and race), are coupled to identity
with race and nation, land and the story of
human sacrifice (leaving aside considerations of
gender, patriarchy and war) against all odds.

History as Self

We are the sum of our history, the collective
samskaras of our family and civilisation. History
is after all the story of the playing out of Karma.
We can prepare for the future by informing our
selves and the children we teach of who we are

The point of this is that story is central to a child's
entry to history. We access the past through
records and artifacts but we recreate it internally
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become emotionally engaged with their past in
order to take responsibility for the future.

through story. We can hone discrimination and
instill ethical thought patterns and sentiments by
reflecting on human action and reaction over
time.

A Children's Book List of Historical
Fiction

Baba gave us many 'stories' or 'narratives'. The
Bramha Chakra cycle describing the whole
journey of consciousness from subtle to crude to
subtle. We bob along in this flow. He gave us the
social cycle that takes us from shudra, to ksatrya,
to viipra and then to vaeshya, and then on
through repeated cycles. Again we bob along. He
told of human evolution and inspired each of us
with a sense of the greatness of our own personal
journey. In all these settings the self gains
expansion by association with a larger whole that
frames both the struggle and the story in such a
way that we as humans find common ground in
the collective endeavor to overcome our
weaknesses and go forward.

Rosmary Sutcliffe - The Eagle of the Ninth; The
Silver Branch; The Lantern Bearers and more...
Vian Smith - The Moon in the River
K M Munshi - The Magic Flute
Henry Treece - Hounds of the King; The Road
to Miklagard
Naomi Mitchison - The Land the Ravens Found
Rhoda Power- Redcap Runs Away
Hilda Lewis - The Gentle Falcon
Lawrence Durrell - White Eagles over Serbia
Christopher Webb - Eusebius the Phoenician
Jack Steffan - The Bright Thread: A novel of St
Clare of Assisi

Historical Readings for Adults

In this sense as Baba points out history is not
neutral. It must be framed from an angle that
allows us to take heart despite all the tragedy that
litters the human story. After all, there is also a
lot of wonder and pathos, humour and excitement
to be found. As adults we need to be both
chastened and inspired - we can then enter the
classroom wrapped in our own vulnerability and
share this with students.

Robert Graves - I Claudius
Dorothy Dunnett - Nicolo Rising
Chaim Potok - The Book of Lights
Norman Cohen - The Persuit of the Millenium
Riane Eisler - The Chalice and the Blade;
Sacred Pleasure
Ellis Peters - Brother Cadfael's Penance
Jung Chang - Wild Swans
Ronald Wright - Stolen Continents
Eduardo Galeano - Genesis
Roberto Calasso -The Marriage of Cadmus and
Harmony ; Ka
Bernard Cornwell -The Winter King ; Enemy of
God; Excalibur
Vikram Chandra - Red Earth and Pouring Rain
Isabel Allende - The House of Spirits
John Prebble - Glencoe; Culloden; The Highland
Clearances
J Galtung and S Inayatullah - Macrohistory and
Macrohistorians
Sohail Inayatullah - Situating Sarkar: Tantra,
Macrohistory and Alternative Futures

This may sound crazy but there are some stories I
cannot tell children without shaking the tears
from my eyes - tears of joy or awe or pain - Do you
think they listen? Of course they do. It is not
that I tell about concentration camps and human
depravity. Simple stories about human trials are
enough to move me. When the adult in the
classroom is moved the children cannot help but
tune in.

Neo-humanist History

It may be cliched but it is also true: To act
without memory dooms us all to the same
mistakes. We remain forever in the grip of our
own personal and social reactive momenta forever under the yoke of karma. For neohumanists this is not good enough. The whole
purpose of our educational system is to liberate
ourselves from the blind dogmas and sentiments
that have held humanity in check and denied us
our birthright as fully conscious and spiritually
vibrant beings.

NB: These books have been taken from my bookshelf
and memory - they are neither comprehensive nor
balanced as they tend to over represent Western
European History. This at least in part is due to the
fact that many of the finest children's historical writers
were English and writing mid-century still had the
comfort of being happily in love with their own green
rolling hills and perhaps a little nostalgic for preindustrial days when everything was greener, simpler
and simpler. They also wrote for their 'own', ie British
children in order to give them a sense of their own
heritage just as K.M Munshi was commissioned to write
the Krishna Avatar series in order to make aspects of
Indian history available to Indian youth in the wake of
British withdrawal in 1947.

It is our job as teachers to re-establish the link
between history and ethical action and spiritual
mission. This can only be done through the
application of a critically spiritual imagination to
historical material in order that child and adult
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Teaching Neo-Humanist Values through Classic
Literature
Combined Notes from New York Sector ETC Workshops by Arun
Through the use of literature, one can easily teach many aspects of humanism and neo-humanism. No
matter what type of society we may be working in, public acceptance will be found for the use of the classic
literature of that culture. With a set of clear guidelines, we can choose a body of literature that if taught with
conscious intention, can accurately represent our philosophy. I mentioned humanism because creating the
sentiment of love for all people can provide a foundation for expanding that to embrace to the scope of Neo
Humanism.
Teachers should spend a good part of their time reading in order to properly select children's literature.
Literature expresses values. Proper literature needs to be selected at each grade level according to values,
morality, inspirational value, etc. First, we need to understand our philosophy. We need to understand what
neo-humanism is about. We are trying to do something unique in developing this love for all entities. We
need to teach yama and niyama. We need to teach the Principle of Social Equality - Sama samaja tattva.

How to Choose Books

As a teacher you can start by writing out all the aspects of neo-humanism: geo-sentiment, sociosentiment, etc., yama and niyama , conduct rules, 15 shiilas, etc. Make a list. You have to
understand what each of these means. Then ask yourself what is the psychology of the children at
each of the ages and grade levels you may be teaching. Finally find stories that address each of these
values. There are thousands of stories in every culture. Every educator must read and read and read
children's books from their culture and find the appropriate books. The Director who has understood
Neo-humanism and yama and niyama, can easily discern which of these books have value and which
do not. It is not necessary to write our own books. It is necessary to read as much as possible and to
carefully find the books which illustrate the values we are trying to instill. This process requires less
time than creating our own body of literature. This process meets with more public approval. This
process will result in a finer body of literature. When the time comes that new authors can add to that
body with their excellent offerings, of course we can make adjustments.

Literature at the Hub in the Early Grades
At the Progressive School,
in first grade through
third, everything centers
around literature.
Literature is at the hub
and other subjects are
extensions of that, like
spokes of a wheel. At
the heart of the lesson
will be the values being
taught by the book.
From the book, other
classroom activities will
follow - learning how to
read, math, social
studies, writing, the arts,

love of reading because
literature is at the center of
their academic lives.
Three main types of
activities stem from the
reading of a book in early
grades.
1. Academic Extensions activities that contribute to
cognitive learning
2. Integration - studying
further subject areas
brought up by themes in the
book
3. Applied Learning -

etc. First graders read more
putting the values learned into
Picture from River School Australia
than anyone else in the school.
practice
The children make a book bag in crafts at the
beginning of the school year for the books that they
For this workshop Arun used the example of a
will carry back and forth.
The children develop a
book called Rainbow Crow, a Newberry Award
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winner. This is an old Native American legend
about the crow - and how it's wings used to be
rainbow colored - but it took on a mission to save
the world from too much snow and ended up
scorching his wings which then turned black.
This book demonstrates the value of tapah.

All the animals were free
But what about poor, poor me
I lost my rainbow colors
The smoke and ash made my voice crackly
and all I could say was caw, caw, caw
I was so sad that all I could do was weep
The Sky Spirit heard me and said
That I would be forever free

1. Suggested Academic Extensions

1. The children can trace their favorite page from
the book and then color their tracing, mount it on
paper and then create an album of all the favorite
pages from all the books they read that year.

4. Take a sentence from the book - write out the
sentence, cut it up into words, mix the words up
and have the child unscramble the sentence.

2. Drama - The children can act out the story.
When children reenact a story they use their
memories, practice speaking, enhance their
understanding. You can make some props and
costumes. For this story you can make some
feathers out of construction paper, color one side
all the colors of the rainbow and other side black .

5. Art or Music - write a melody to go with the any
of the many poems in the story - do a painting of
what the great spirit might look like. This is a
cognitive activity as it uses the imagination.

2. Integration

For this book an example of integration would be
to find out if there are other American Indian
tales. As a Social Studies activity, they can learn
something more about the American Indians. As a
science activity, the class could go out and observe
crows and read up about them.

3. The children can write poems about the story.
Here is an example of a poem one first grader wrote
about this particular story.
Oh rainbow crow
Why did you go so high into the sky
I wanted to stop the snow because all I could see
was the tail of mouse and the ears of bunny
If the snow didn’t stop soon my friends would be
covered with snow
The animals called the Sky Spirit
The great sky spirit gave me a stick of fire
Down, down, down I came and I melted the snow
with my stick of fire
Soon I could see the ears of bunny and the tail of
mouse

3. Applied Learning

For this story there would be a class discussion on
sacrifice or tapah. "Do you know anyone who has
ever made a sacrifice like that? Are there any
rewards that come with a sacrifice? What can we
do? We can skip a meal and give the money to
people who don't have any food. We can give the
money to the sixth graders who are making food for
the homeless."

Literature in the Older Grades
In the fourth grade and up, literature continues to
take a leading role in the curriculum at the
Progressive school, with its primary purpose
being the teaching of Neo-humanist values. At this
grade level, it is no longer possible to have all
subjects revolve around the literature. It's
academic functions are for reading, cognitive
development , shared discussion and writing.
With every book read, the class engages in a
Shared Inquiry Discussion. Arun led us in
learning how to use this process, which leads to
the internalization of values and the moral
development of the students, as well as enhancing
their academic development.

1. Questions of Fact - understanding what took
place in the book
2. Questions of Interpretation - questions of why
and how
3. Questions of Evaluation - how does this relate
to my life, my observations
After these questions two activities follow
Writing and
Applied Learning
For this workshop Arun had us read part of a book
called Shiloh by Phyllis Reynold Naylor, another
Newberry Award winner. This book is about an 11
year old boy who loves animals and who finds
himself caught in a web of lying as he attempts to
hide and help his neighbor's abused dog. One

In Shared Inquiry Discussion, discussion takes
place around three types of questions:
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theme of this book is love for animals. But the
more subtle theme is the issue of satya or
benevolent truthfulness, as well as lying by
omission, and seeing how one lie leads to another
until you have a separation of the inner and outer
person. Arun led us in practicing conducting a
Shared Inquiry Discussion of the book.

developed through this process. The proof of this
is that Progressive School children tested at the top
of the New York statewide assesment for reading
and writing of all Long Island schools.
Applied Learning is the final piece. Do an activity
or experiment that relates the values to their own
life. "Let's try it for an hour. Let's try telling the
truth for an hour. Let's try the benevolent use of
words for one week and see what happens. "

1. Questions of Fact First someone in the class
poses a question and anyone can answer. The
person who answers calls on the next person to
add to the answer or to contradict or to ask a new
question. This part of the discussion is about
understanding the facts - what happened? - what
does this word or phrase mean? Children need to
answer with page references. This part of the
discussion ensures that everyone has understood
the facts of the book.

For every good book there are a hundred bad ones.
Public schools' emphasis is on reading without
regard to what you read. Children are rewarded for
the quantity of material. This is not unlike setting
them loose at a buffet and applauding as they
gorge themselves on deserts only. We need
someone at the gate as a filter. Things coming into
our minds become us, become our very cells. Don't
read anything just to read - encourage your
students to read good books - so good that they
lose their taste for the bad books. That's the way
to fight pseudo culture - not to ban it but to
replace it with something better. Most of our
young people in this northern hemishpere are
addicted to pseudo culture. They need to have
other cultural experiences that they get more out
of. Give them a taste for something good. Don't
say no, no, no, - but give them a better alternative.

2. Question of Interpretation are "why"
questions, aimed at understanding the deeper
thoughts of the characters. Children bring out all
kinds of subtle points with this discussion.
Questions like why did he lie to his father? Did he
do the right thing? Why was he thinking such and
such? Again, children call upon each other to
pose and answer questions. The children need to
answer giving page references. They also can not
say they agree with the previous person, but have
to give an original answer, and explain things for
themselves. This part of the discussion brings to
the foreground the values being addressed by the
book. Some of the subtle points the children will
not get without the teacher. The teacher is also
part of the discussion and will pose questions to
encourage deeper thinking.

Continued from Page 14
What is Neo-Humanist Edcuation
without changing the educational system. Baba said the
purpose of Gurukul is to serve humanity with the NH spirit and
to acquire proper knowledge so as to serve humanity. Baba
stressed the importance of Master Units, Seva Dal and
Gurukul. MU's are also educational tools.Dada shared the Six
Dimension of Neo-Humanist Education based on the kosa
model. (see page 10.) Dada Shambushivananda has been
travelling throughout the world coordinating the work of our
schools and the propagation of NHE through GK. The
faculties of GK have been set up as Baba directed and GK will
eventually have between 10,000 and 50,000 students. In
Europe the NHE research institute NERI has now been
established in Oslo, and the setting up of our Teacher
Training has begun. GK has the moral responsibility to help in
starting schools and there are initiatives coming from all over
the world. We need to make sure that the basic standards are
there in all our schools. NH teachers will be on the faculty of
Gurukul those people most skilled in management helping
with the organizational side of GK, and these people can
come from all over the world. Education will be in the hands of
the educators which is what Baba wanted.

3. Questions of Evaluation - For this part, of the
discussion, the children reflect on their own lives.
How does this relate to me - what do I think about
this? Should I always tell the truth in all
circumstances? The teacher might ask "Did you
ever have to tell a lie? Tell us how it worked it out.
" Children will talk all about it. They love to
share about their own experiences. With your
guidance you can lead them to the idea of using
words consciously and benevolently. This
discussion can go on for an hour or more.
Writing - Afterwards you can give the children
paper and say "Tell me what you think about
telling the truth in all circumstances. If you say
'yes you should', tell me why, if you say 'no you
shouldn't', tell me why. " After this extensive
discussion, the answers come pouring out. It is
easy for the children to put their thoughts into
words because they have discussed them so
thoroughly. Their writing skills become quite
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Writing Songs for Quiet Time
Notes from an ETC class by Arun

Arun began by
saying that we
have a
philosophy under
which several
aspects
developed by
other education
systems may find
shelter, but
Photo from Georgetown Sector
we have some
things that
are unique to us - like our meditation. Many
teachers in our schools have expressed to Arun
their frustration with trying to teach meditation.
He said that American children are being trained to
consume and to enjoy their senses as much as
possible until it becomes the very purpose of life.
They are so stimulated from an early age that
instances of hyperactivity, impulsivity and
distractibility are ever increasing. Even the
average child cannot use their imagination, set
long term goals, or concentrate for extended
periods the way an average child could 15 years
ago. Within this extroversially propelled mental
environment, the loss of internal movement has
tragically atrophied. As the speed of life increases,
the loss of balance has set into motion a multitude
of obvious negative consequences that any person
engaged with young people can easily perceive.
Now, ask a child to sit down and perform Bhuta
Shuddi, and what would you expect? Ofcourse,
they find it extremely difficult.
The use of music, movement and breathing most
easily allows us to begin to lead the young mind
inward, in effect retraining it. Of these he finds
music the most readily accepted and likely to
quickly produce positive results. With kiirtan we
can try and channel our energy whilst engaging all
of our senses. Through music children can
understand emotionally, intellectually and
spiritually what we are trying to get at with
meditation. He goes so far as to say that music is
the most important part of a child's meditation
time. At quiet time at Progressive School they have
many activities such as story telling, philosophy,
asanas and songs. The ideas are repeated over
and over again over a period of many years. The
students are there for 7 or 8 years. It takes time to
learn the hows and whys of meditation. The older
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children model for the younger ones. Direct
instruction is also given.
In this class, Arun shared with us his technique
for writing songs for quiet time, and guided us
in the process of writing a song ourselves. Arun
uses songs during quiet time to lead into the
meditation. Each of the songs ends in singing
Baba Nam Kevalam. First Baba Nam Kevalam is
sung aloud, and then the children continue the
repetition internally for a period of time. The
songs that he uses aim to accomplish three
things:
• Explain the meaning of Baba Nam Kevalam
• Make one hear and feel Baba Nam Kevalam
at the same time
• Teach how to meditate
The first step to writing these songs is to
immerse yourself in the best kiirtan. Choose a
tune that really speaks to you and that has been
vibrated by much use.

Second, feel deeply how that kiirtan makes you
feel. Capture that feeling and write it down in
words that nobody can object to. That means
don't use words like God, or Jesus or Allah that will appeal to some but not to others, but
use words that carry the meaning in a universal
fashion. Put those words to the kiirtan tune.
This is Arun's suggestion based on the fact that
Progressive School, like many other of our
schools, operates under restriction of not
teaching any religion.
Third, also incorporate into those words some
instruction on how to meditate; words that
show how to do bhuta shuddhi.
On the next page are some examples of songs
that Arun has written for his school's quiet time.
They are sung to particular kiirtan, bhajan or
prabhat samghit tunes, but unfortunately I
cannot include the tunes in the newsletter.
There is a tape available, and if you would like a
copy of it, you can write to the editor of the
newsletter. But mostly the workshop was about
encouraging everyone to write their own songs.

The Earth below
And the Sky above
I start to glide
On the road inside.
And the power of
The force of love
I start to feel it
All around and in my mind.
Love is the essence of
Baba Nam Kevalam.

* * *

I ride this wave of peace
It carries me along
No matter where it goes
I know I can't go wrong
It flows from me to you
Can you feel it like I do?
When you find something
that's true
You feel it in your soul.
I ride this wave of Love
It carries me along
I dance in the melody
I'm lost within it's song
It flows from you to me
Can't you hear the harmony
Like a river to the sea
The current's growing strong.

***

Deep inside the
Silence of Quiet time
A feeling comes to me
It's coming to me now.
It's a mood of peacefulness
Softly all around me
It's a mood of happiness
Shining deep inside of me
It's a mood of love A mood of infinite love.

***

When I feel loneliness
Starting to grow
There is one thing I know
And that's Baba Nam.
Or when my fear starts
Getting too near

I make it disappear
With Baba Nam.
Baba Nam Kevalam
I can sing
Feeling connected
With everything
When it is echoing in my
mind
Only the name of Love I find.
When I'm in pain
About losing the game
Then I won't go insane
With Baba Nam.
Or if I'm sad and it's
Getting too bad
I can start to feel glad
With Baba Nam.

***

Diving deeper
In my soul
Getting closer
To the Goal
Restless thoughts are
Far behind me
There's a stillness
In my body
And in the silence
Something calls to me
I am merging
In the Sea.

***

How do small butterflies
Find their way through the
skies
To a home that is
5000 miles away?
And the planets and stars
Each know which path is
theirs
They go on spinning in time
Through the vastness of
space.
Am I different than these?
Is Someone guiding me?
How can I truly know
Where's the right way to go.
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When my spirit takes flight
Comes an answer in the
night
Something I've always
known
I am never alone.
I am never alone.

***

The Universal Love
Embraces one and all
It reaches from the great
All the way to the very
small.
And I've waited for so long
Forever so it seems
Will I feel the sweetest touch
Awake, or in my dreams?
I've waited for so long
I waited for Your call
When will I feel Your touch
In my heart and in my soul?
Like a boat that's lost at sea
And longs to reach the shore
I await the sweetest Touch
Just this and nothing more.

***

Where's there's love
I can hear it
It's the sound of the spirit
And every day I'm getting
Closer to the inner meaning
It seems that every living
thing
Has joined me in this feeling

***

Quiet place deep inside of me
Feel the love all around me
I've never been alone
Since I've known
There's a place I can go
Love is all around
Since I've found
How to hear the Sweetest
Sound.

Excerpts from a chapter entitled

Why bliss?

Bliss

Everyone wants to be happy, smart and lucky.
Every parent wants his or her child the chance to
be among the best. Nobody wants to be belittled.
For this effect, bliss is introduced as the panacea
and the cure-all solution for all the negativity of
this world. Bliss is presented as the source and the
origin of all positive aspects of life.

from the book

The NHE Way Neo-Humanist Education
By Ac Caetanyananda Avt

How can bliss be seen?

Dada Caetanyananda is the Director of the Rainbow
School in Medan Indonesia. This school has been in
existence since 1992. It now has 1250 students, ages 2
to 11 in grades Pre-nursery to Primary 6. Dada has
devised a unique approach to education based on the
expansion of the kosas which he calls the NHE Way.
Though this book only reveals a portion of his work, it is
worthy reading. It may be viewed in it's entirety on the
NHE Resource Web Pages. To access these pages, please
see the instructions on page 3 of this newsletter.

Bliss can be seen with beauty, love, wonder, joy,
others' happiness. The more bliss is present, the
more the beauty of the mind, the more the joy, the
energy and other privileges. Bliss is aesthetic.

Bliss is energy

Speak of bliss as the fundamental playful energy
and the stuff the universe is made of. Bliss is a lifeforce. Bliss is life-energy. Bliss is the life-force
energy that feeds the universe. Let it be a universal
currency. Relate everything to bliss. Let bliss be
sacred. Never speaks lightly about bliss. Show
respect to the word itself.

What is bliss?

Bliss is joy, love, beauty, strength, peace, ... all in
one. Bliss is not felt as 'I', bliss is felt without a
centre. Bliss is felt as a pervading self, with a sense
of colossal dimensions, a massive strength, an
oceanic love, an abyssal sense of depth, an
arresting intellect, a delightful sense of freedom, an
intoxicating joy ... There is no end to bliss, and it
always appears new and different. In fact, Bliss is a
mystery. Only God knows what bliss is. We know
how it feels, but we do not know what it is.

Nature is created from bliss

Let the children know that everything in the world
is made from bliss, including themselves. Nature is
a description of bliss. Nature describes bliss with
shades of bliss. Nature, that is, the beautiful
universe, sounds, colours, planets, plants,
animals, people, minds, egos, has been created
from bliss.

Bliss must flow

Bliss itself cannot be perceived. What we perceive
is its flow, its manifestation. When bliss flows
through the mind and body, it does not remain
stagnant there, it flows through, and this flow
creates a vibration that gives the feeling of bliss.
This universe is constantly changing; and bliss is
constantly flowing. Where there is no flow of bliss,
there is death. Therefore, bliss must be kept
flowing at all times.

The child must know from the earliest age, that all
exists for more bliss. Every feeling, thought, word
the child speaks, things she does, every move,
must be for bliss - with the idea of making
someone happy.

Aesthetic protocol
The Aesthetic Protocol is the process by which all
actions are done. It involves purpose and doership
(origin).

Bliss transmutes

Bliss transmutes into other forms that are the
direct descendants of 'bliss'. Just like energy can
be transmuted from kinetic energy into heat, then
into electricity, into light, etc., bliss is transmuted
into separate manifestations such as joy, love,
peace, beauty, strength, harmony, universalism.
The transmutation continues into positive feelings
and emotions such as courage,
straightforwardness, simplicity, honesty, etc. And
then again into positive qualifiers, such as
comfortable, beautiful, clean, strong, congenial,
secure, practical, etc. Light, electricity, heat,
kinetic energy are also descendants of bliss in the
realm of physicality.

Purpose: Any action or activity must be done for
some aesthetic purpose. It is always for sharing
some privileges (bliss) with others.
Doership: Bliss is the doer. Let the child be

conscious that s/he is bliss and bliss does all
things. The child must recognise that bliss, flowing
in its heart and all about its body and mind, is the
one that performs the actions.
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(The same lines can be used for "Play a game")

Introduce a world of bliss

Introduce the world with expansive ideas. Be truly
universal - not just international. Present the world
as the child's great inheritance. Show it the
beautiful way you would like it to be. Show how
nature exchanges and shares happiness among
elements, plants, animals and humans. Let earth's
ecology be an ecology of bliss. Describe every
relation as a transaction of bliss. Show every
behaviour with a bliss-related motivation. If doing
anything, let it be for a happy purpose.

Ethics

Let us do something ... and see who else will feel
the bliss ... and search for someone to bliss out ...
not forgetting little ants and bugs ... if not, tables
and chairs is a great choice ... something that can
store some happiness ... to save some bliss for
unhappy moments ... so I may still share some
bliss even when I forget ... a good chance to flow
with a great deal of happiness ... we need a
recipient.

Describe the world - with an aesthetic

protocol. Whenever beginning any activity, it must
be done according to an aesthetic protocol.

Add an aesthetic purpose

Adults often give commands to the child and
usually including a technical purpose, but omitting
an aesthetic purpose. Whenever giving a command
add an aesthetic purpose.
E.g. "Come here - and see (technical) so you may enjoy the show." (aesthetic)
"Sit down -- (technical) ...
to watch and laugh." (aesthetic)
to see better.
so we all play together."

Let the children understand they do things for an
aesthetic purpose and for others.
Describe any purpose with an aesthetic protocol.
Show everything as a transfer of bliss. Make bliss
be the goal of each activity.

Dedicate

Before a child performs some activity, let him/her
dedicate its work to some other child or children in
the room. For example, the child will trace a circle
around a word and say
"This is for Kevin. May he be happy."
Or "I do this for Kevin, Celine and everybody.
May you all be happy."

Doing things ...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You may also say before starting an activity
... they will be happy to hear (see).
... to let everyone enjoy you.
After the child has performed the activity, tell her /
him:
"That was very nice. They learned from you."
"Everyone is happy. Good job! You made them
happy."
"You succeeded. Look! "

Singing songs

Before singing a song, tell the children they sing for
an aesthetic purpose.
Let us sing the best song ... to make us deeply
happy... a song that makes us most joyful ... that
makes bliss flow through us ... to make us do
magic ... a song that makes us love you ... that
makes my happiness blossom like a flower of bliss
... a song to give us strength ... a song to make us
strongly together ... to make the room shine
beautifully ... to forget all tears ... to give our
happiness to each other ... to share a moment of
bliss ... for the sake of bliss ... to feel with love ...
to share your joy ... to show your joy ... to create
more joy ... to make us joyful ... to sing my heart
... to please the ears ... to say something
beautifully - musically.
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to charm us with its beauty.
to display beautiful colours.
to decorate a beautiful world.
so everyone may enjoy beauty.
to make a beautiful world.
to add beauty - to add a fragrance.
to create some wonder.
to speak the language of the heart.
to show the beauty of your soul.
to show you how beautiful my mind is.
to show everyone your inner beauty.
to please others.
to give happiness to others.
to create a gentle being.
so it may live freely.
to show what you are made of.
to grow and learn.
to share your happiness with us.
to display beautiful colours.
to add beauty - to add some fragrance.
to help you.
for your good.
to enjoy a happy moment.
to enjoy a happy feeling.
to show us some magic.
to show ourselves some magic.
to make him, her, us feel good.
for your comfort.

Shared at Berlin Sector ETC Workshop

Emotional Intelligence Competence
PERSONAL COMPETENCE

Self-awareness:

• You build trust through your ability and
authenticity
• You admit your own mistakes and confront
unethical actions in others
• You take tough, principled stands even if they
are unpopular

Emotional awareness:
Recognizing one’s emotions and the effects. With
this competence:
• You know which emotions you are feeling and
why
• Realize the links between your feelings and
what you think, do and say
• Recognize how your feelings affect your
performance
• Have a guiding awareness of your values and
goals

Conscientiousness:
Taking responsibility for personal performance.
With this competence:
• You meet commitments and keep promises
• You hold yourself accountable for meeting your
objectives
• You are organized and careful in your work

Accurate self-assessment:
Knowing one’s strengths and limits. With this
competence:
• You are aware of your strengths and
weaknesses
• You are reflective, and learn from experience
• You are open to candid feedback, new
perspectives, continuos learning, and selfdevelopment
• You are able to show a sense of humor and
perspective about yourself

Adaptability:
Flexibility in handling change. With this
competence:
• You smoothly handle demands, shifting
priorities, and rapid changes
• You adapt your responses and tactics to fit fluid
circumstances
• You are flexible in how you see events

Innovativeness:
Being comfortable with and open to novel ideas and
new information. With this competence
• You seek out fresh ideas from a wide variety of
sources
• You entertain original solutions to problems
• You generate new ideas
• You take fresh perspectives and risks in your
thinking

Self-confidence:
Sureness about one’s self-worth and capabilities.
With this competence:
• You present yourself with self-assurance; you
have “presence”
• You can voice views that are unpopular and go
out on a limb for what is right
• You are decisive, able to make sound decisions
despite uncertainties and pressure

Self-Motivation:
Achievement drive:

Self-regulation:

Striving to improve or meet a standard of excellence.
With this competence:
• You are results-oriented, with a high drive to
meet your objectives and standards
• You set challenging goals and take calculated
risks
• You pursue information and knowledge to find
ways to do better
• You learn how to improve your performance

Self-control:
Managing disruptive emotions and impulses. With
this competence:
• You manage your impulsive feelings and
distressing emotions well
• You stay composed, positive and unflappable
even in trying moments
• You think clearly and stay focused under
pressure

Commitment:

Aligning with the goals of the group or organization.
With this competence:
• You readily make personal or group sacrifices
to meet a larger organizational goal

Trustworthiness:
Maintaining standards of honesty and integrity.
With this competence:
• You act ethically and are above reproach
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• You mobilize others through unusual ,
enterprising efforts

• You find a sense of purpose in the larger
mission
• You use the group’s core values in making
decisions and clarifying choices
• You actively seek out opportunities to fulfill the
group’s mission

Optimism:
Persistence in pursuing goals despite obstacles and
setbacks. With this competence:
• You persist in seeking goals despite obstacles
and setbacks
• You operate from hope of success rather than
fear of failure
• You see setbacks as due to manageable
circumstance rather than a personal flaw

Initiative:
Readiness to act on opportunities. With this
competence:
• You are ready to seize opportunities
• You pursue goals beyond what ‘s required or
expected of you
• You cut through red tape and bend the rules
when necessary to get the job done

SOCIAL COMPETENCE
Empathy:

• You understand diverse worldviews and are
sensitive to group differences
• You see diversity as opportunity, creating an
environment where diverse people can thrive
• You challenge bias and intolerance

Sensing others’ feelings ad perspectives, and
taking an active interest in their concerns. With
this competence:
• You are attentive to emotional cues and listen
well
• You show sensitivity and understand others’
perspective
• You help out based on understanding other
people’s needs and feelings

Political awareness:
Reading a group’s emotional currents and power
relationships. With this competence:
• You accurately read key power relationships
• You detect crucial social networks
• You understand the forces that shape views
and actions of people
• You accurately read situations,
organizational and external

Service orientation:
Anticipating, recognizing and meeting the needs of
those you want to serve. With this competence:
• You understand others’ needs and match
them to the service you give
• You seek ways to increase others’ satisfaction
and loyalty
• You gladly offer appropriate assistance
• You grasp others’ perspective, acting as a
trusted advisor

Influence:

Social Skills:

Wielding effective tactics for persuasion. With this
competence:
• You are skilled at persuasion
• You fine-tune presentations to appeal to the
listener
• You use complex strategies like indirect
influence to build consensus and support
• You orchestrate dramatic events to effectively
make a point

Developing others:
Sensing what others need in order to develop, and
bolstering their abilities. With this competence:
• You acknowledge and reward others’
strengths, accomplishments, and
development
• You offer useful feedback and identify others’
needs for development
• You mentor, give timely coaching, and offer
assignments that challenge and grow a
person’s skills

Communication:
Sending clear and convincing messages. With
this competence:
• You are effective in give -and -take, registering
emotional cues in attuning your message
• You deal with difficult issues
straightforwardly
• You listen well, seek mutual understanding,
and welcome sharing of information fully

Leveraging diversity:
Cultivating opportunities through diverse people.
With this competence :
• You respect and relate well to people from
varied backgrounds
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Team capabilities:

• You foster open communication and stay
receptive to bad news as well as good

Creating group synergy in pursuing collective
goals. With this competence:
• You model team qualities like respect,
helpfulness and cooperation
• You draw all members into active and
enthusiastic participation
• You build team identity, esprit de corps, and
commitment
• You protect the group and its reputation,
share credit

Leadership:

Inspiring and guiding groups and people. With this
competence:
• You articulate and arouse enthusiasm for a
shared vision and mission
• You step forward to lead as needed, regardless
of position
• You guide the performance of others while
holding them accountable
• You lead by example

Change catalyst:
Initiating or managing change. With this
competence:
• You recognize the need for change and remove
barriers
• You challenge the status quo to acknowledge
the need for change
• You champion the change and enlist others in
its pursuit
• You model the change expected of others

Yama and Niyama Poem
By Kamala

Conflict management:
Negotiating and resolving disagreements. With
this competence:
• You handle difficult people and tense
situations with diplomacy and tact, spot
potential conflict, bring disagreements into
the open, and help de-escalate
• You encourage debate and open discussion
• You orchestrate win-win solutions

I won't do harm in any way
I'll tell loving truth in what I say
I will not take what is not mine
And know a simple life is fine
I'll love God shining in all things
In all that breathes, grows and
sings

Building bonds:
Nurturing instrumental relationships. With this
competence:
• You cultivate and maintain extensive informal
networks
• You seek out relationships that are mutually
beneficial
• You build rapport and keep others in the loop
You make and maintain personal friendships
among associates

Neat and clean, inside and out
Contented with all that I've got
I'll serve all beings whenever I may
And study good books every day
And deep inside me, shining bright
In deep meditation, I'll know God's
light!

Collaboration and cooperation:
Working with others towards shared goals. With
this competence :
• You balance a focus on task with attention to
relationships
• You collaborate, sharing plans, information,
and resources
• You promote a friendly, cooperative climate
• You spot and nurture opportunities for
collaboration
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Ananda Marga Primary School in
Capiata, Paraguay
By Didi Ananda Sutapa
Our Primary school is situated in Toledo Cañada,
a rural village in the City of Capiata, 25km from
the capital city Asuncion. The folk of this village
are very poor and adult illiteracy is 75%. Most
dedicate themselves to horticulture and
agriculture making their living by selling their
vegetables in the wholesale market. Daily they
will board the early bus leaving from the village at
3am, with their loads stacked high, then reach an
hour and half later at the wholesale market, worn
out after having returned home late from the
market the night before.

be free from all the limitations and paralyzing
tendencies that the education here usually
generates. By His grace we have 6 good teachers
who are open and express a lot of love for the
children.

The margii sister Nillima and Didi chose to open
our school here in response to the pleas of the
parents of the children in our kindergarten school
which is running in "The mercado de Abastos". It
is a haven for the families working in the market
having no place for their children. As most of
them came from Capiata they requested we open a
center there. The project in Capiata was initiated
seven years ago in 1993 with 32 children in
preschool. Most of the children were between 7
and 10 years old, as there was not a school near
enough where they could study beforehand. The
following year at the request of the parents we
opened up a first grade and we were made an
official graduated school recognized by the
ministry of Education from whom we received
financial assistance for teachers salaries for each
successive year. Over the years we have been
adding more grades, and this year we opened 7th
grade, having now a total of 303 children.

The daily programme in the school starts off with
PT parade. Then we have five minutes of warm
ups and stretches followed by some energizing
exercises. Afterwards each of the grades go to
their respective classes where they sing inspiring
and spiritual songs to lead up to a guided
visualization and meditation. This is the children's
favorite time and they cannot think to start the
day without this special time.
Our seventh graders are in a very tough phase in
their life. Some of them are 12 and 13 and some
turning 14. Most of them have been with Ananda
Marga since pre- school and are very much
acquainted with the spiritual disciplines.
Nevertheless they are going through a rebellious
stage and we are constantly struggling to provide
them with what they need during this time. I am
spending time working in the classroom, sitting
with them and experimenting with what works.
They love to participate in New age games,
dramatizations, English classes and learning
about philosophy, layers of the mind,
reincarnation, cakras and emotions etc. We go on
in a haphazard way as it is a new experience to
work with this age group.
Not having a set programme
at hand, we continue to
improvise setting out our
own plan according to our
experience and possibilities.

The efforts from the beginning till now have been
in building an infrastructure to provide all these
children with a place to learn and study, with little
emphasis on Neo humanistic Education. Our
struggles have been always to achieve credibility
which we have now won with the ministry and the
parents. So now freely in
the middle of this year we
embarked on the project
of training our 6 teachers
in NH Philosophy and
new Education methods.
Liberated for the time
being from economic
needs our goal is to now
concentrate on creating a
model school providing
an environment where
Paraguayan children can

There is a great work here to
be done, sowing the seeds
for a new human being free
from all sorts of paralyzing
tendencies and bondages.
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CRECHE Jardim
Ecológico
Sorocaba, Brazil
By Dada Diipajinanananda,
Liila and Divya
The crèche Jardim Ecológical (Ecological
Garden) is situated 15 minutes from the
town of Sorocaba, one and a half hours
from the city of São Paulo, Brazil. The
project, which began in 1998, sprang
from the dedicated work of a member of
Ananda Marga running yoga and
meditation classes in Sorocaba. The new meditators were keen to do service work and a property consisting of
33,000 m2 was donated. The property included a large house with a basketball court and swimming pool.
Later, another building was constructed to serve as the office and meditation hall. A total of 20,000 m2 of the
land is covered with native forest. The school is funded by income from yoga and biopsychology courses,
donations from businesses and sympathizers, with a minimal fee paid by the parents of the children attending
the school. There are currently 45 children enrolled, ages 2 to 5 years. Below, two of the dedicated volunteers
write of their experiences.
Our teaching methods involve the pedagogy of
Maria Montessori and Rudolf Steiner and the Neo
Humanist philosophy of P.R. Sarkar. The over all
goal is integrated child development, including
physical, mental and spiritual aspects. We are
seeing that the children are absorbing everything
offered each day and are becoming better adjusted
and capable.
We had children who were always sad, others very
closed off who didn't participate much, and others
who had difficulty to express themselves when
they could not understand the material taught.
Now its wonderful to see them unfolding day by
day, happily taking part in all the activities, the
older ones taking care of the younger ones with
dedication and affection.

As two of the people working in this crèche, we are
really very happy to participate in the project and
to offer this wonderful project to these children
who are so needy in all respects.

We are seeing from this experience that children
having an integrated education will certainly
become adults who know how to direct their lives
with more balance and cooperativeness.

From the beginning we have felt a strong desire to
help these children, their parents and in future
the whole neighborhood. We plan to help the local
people with courses in sewing, computation,
cabinet making etc.

Liila and Divya

In the meantime we continue trying to give the
best of ourselves to the children so that they
develop more affection, responsible attitudes,
creativity and a consciousness regarding the
proper use of natural resources. At the same time
we seek to develop the deeper self of the child, and
gradually, a universal spirituality in them through
which they acquire love and respect for other
living beings.
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A GLIMPSE INTO
MORNING STAR
PRESCHOOL
A nationally accredited school
by Mahajyoti Glassman
Clouds cannot overcast the sun for a long time.
The
creatures of darkness never want the expansive
exhaltation
of human society. Even then, humanity shall
march ahead
None can arrest the speed of its progress. You be the
harbingers; you be the pioneers of this victorious march.
See that not a single individual lags behind.
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar

construction paper and posters attract the viewer.... A picture
of an Amazon native man with a baby in a sling hanging from
one shoulder, an Asian mother washing her baby in a large
round pot in her simple home, two middle Eastern boys talking
with arms linked ... Other pictures of babies and families are
exhibited. The theme: My Family.

The Vision and Physical Design
Small tables and chairs abound. Little voices and running feet
tell you that young children live and laugh and play here. While
the State will only license us for 15 children, over 350 families
have graced our doors. Like many American preschools we
are open from 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday,
virtually all year round, being closed only 8 days.

Over a hundred years ago a young 9 year old boy embarked on
a vision quest. During his vision he saw all the people of the
earth as well as all four leggeds, two leggeds, and the winged
creatures running, scattering in all directions. They were
frightened and terrified. He saw the Sacred Hoop which binds
all living things together into one Sacred Family was torn and
severely damaged. To mend this Sacred Hoop became a
major part of his life work as a great medicine man and
shaman. In an effort to remember his vision quest and to
accelerate its physical manifestation, Black Elk arose early
every morning before sunrise to offer prayers to the rising of the
Morning Star, the star of understanding. In time many of his
tribe arose and joined him on the hill top for this morning ritual,
embracing his mission as their very own.

Our Purpose and Curriculum
It is our mission to support the physical, emotional, creative,
social, intellectual, intuitional, and spiritual growth of the 2 1/2 to
5 year old children left in our care to the best of our ability in
order to maximize each student's full potential. Our target
population is the single parent family which comprise a
significant percentage of our society. To this end we have
developed a neohumanistic curriculum which changes with the
seasons to include all aspects of the created world.
Approximately every two weeks we introduce a new thematic
unit. All learning activities revolve around this main theme. If,
for example, the focus is "bugs"; the daily art project, the
songs, the library book, the math and science, the project for
the day, and occasionally even the yoga -- all are related in
some way to our bug friends.

This is the vision behind Morning Star Preschool which was
born 13 years ago in Denver Colorado. With Baba's grace, a
$20,000 donation enabled the purchase of a 100 year old
Victorian home for the establishment of a school. Four large
rooms which still bear the original unpainted woodwork with a
wonderful fireplace and extra large windows exude a charming
warmth and comfortable home environment. (The second and
third floors consist of individual apartments which are rented.
Our regional Didi will situate her office on the third floor by the
time this issue is published.)

Meditation, kiirtan, and yoga are an integral part of our daily
regimen. The children are exposed to music from all over the
world with our cassette/CD collection. Kiirtan tapes are played
in the morning for at least an hour while families are arriving
and children are engaged in free play. I occasionally notice
staff member putting kiirtan tapes on when one or more
students are experiencing a particularly difficult day or during
naptime or ... sneaking a tape home to record for themselves to
enjoy at home.

Student projects decorate the walls. Today on one wall there
are baby pictures of various students and staff. Students try to
figure out who is who! Magazine pictures backed by

In an effort to assist students in developing leadership skills and
to keep the program from being overly teacher directed, each
student is allowed one day every week when s/he is designated
the Helping Child. Their responsibilities include: choosing one
thematic song, one meditation candle song, sitting on the
teacher's lap, giving the weather report, leading the children
outside, facilitating the yoga class, being "the first one" for
everything, helping to set the tables for snack or lunch, and
assisting the teachers with special tasks. Usually there are two
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older students as well as two younger students who are the
Helping Children each day.

well as library books, keeping the school tidy, taking care of and
watching out for each other, deciding what the rules are and
how we should handle various social conflicts in addition to
loading the dishwasher, letting the cat inside/outside, watering
and cleaning the plants, feeding the fish, and changing the
water in their tank. Everyone's opinions, feelings, ideas, and
input are valued and respected.

The schedule provides a balance of activities: indoor/outdoor,
quiet/active, individual/small group/large group, large
muscle/small muscle, child initiated/staff initiated. A conscious
effort is made to maintain a systaltic rhythm when pacing the
daily flow.

Coaching, Observation, and Evaluation
Our Incomparable Staff
At least 75% of staff energy is dedicated to social-emotional
skill development. Each moment of the day we are coaching,
supporting, and modeling "ahimsa" techniques. At the same
time we are constantly on the lookout for any signs of ego
imbalances, developmental challenges, and hints of emerging
behavioral complexes, such as despair, inferiority, superiority,
defeatism, fear. During weekly staff meetings, the individual
progress of the children is reviewed and intervention strategies
are developed. Occasional conferences with parents are
arranged when there arises a significant concern. One of our
prime directives is to support the continued growth and
development of a positive and holistic self concept. Daily plans
and activities enhance this progressive development of each
child's specific needs on an individual as well as collective
group learning basis.

We are blessed with extremely competent staff who love their
work! Morning Star has one director (the only Margii) and three
teachers. Due to our 10 1/2 hour days,we have only two staff
members working at the same time. In an attempt to avoid the
"I'm-the-Head-Teacher-you're-the-lowly-Assistant-Teacher"
dichotomy, each staff member has a job description with
specific administrative tasks in addition to their class teaching
duties to enable each staff member to be valued equally as
much as possible. All participate in the development and
presentation of the curriculum to the students.
To increase the professionalism of our staff, Morning Star
sends each teacher to the educational conference of their
choice once a year. First Aid and Cardio-Pulmonary
Resuscitation training are also paid by the school.

Supporting the Family

The staff collectively share in the operation as well as
administration of the school. All teachers are "group leader
qualified", meaning they all are college graduates or have over
2,000 hours of child care experience. Staff selection is based
on education and experience, however, the most important
criteria are personal temperament, flexibility, openmindedness,
and spiritual understanding.

Daily communication with each parent remains a high priority.
Families are provided an array of options for services and
support since neohumanistic education at its best is a family
experience. Every day each staff member strives to maintain a
link with each parent upon arrival and when leaving. Weekly
Student Memos are sent home which contain accounts dictated
by the child, anecdotes, or interesting observations (always
'good news'). A biweekly newsletter keeps the parents
informed of our thematic studies, including one of the songs or
rhymes we are singing as well as upcoming school events and
other school related information.
Our activities for each day are posted for the parents to see and
once a month an article regarding some aspect of parenting is
made available. Annual parent-teacher conferences keep
parents informed as to where their child rates compared to a
national average concerning the areas of: perception, fine and
gross motor skills, speech and language, numbers,
classification and seriation, time, self help, emotional and social
skills. These evaluations also enable the staff to determine
whether our curriculum is meeting the needs of each child and
family as well as accomplishing our mission statement on an
individual basis.

Developmentally Appropriateness
Developmentally appropriate materials and equipment are
available for each age group. We strive to use multiracial, nonsexist, non-stereotyping pictures, dolls, books, and materials.
Indoor Equipment: Small tables and chairs, teepee,
playhouse, library book shelves, sand/water table,
writing/drawing center, leggo table, block table, puppet stage,
and marble works center.

We're a Family
The sense of teamwork is not only emphasized among staff but
also the students. Frequent references are made to our
Morning Star Family and to each other as brothers and sisters.
Staff, students, and parents alike are called by first names.
Students assist in bringing in and putting away groceries as

Indoor Materials: Small and large wooden blocks, cardboard
blocks, hand held assorted vehicles, puzzles, small and jumbo
size leggos, picture story books and science books, cassette
tapes, alphabet cards and games, stuffed synthetic animals,
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CD's, musical instruments, board games, science and math
card games, buttons and other items for sorting, writing and
drawing materials.

•

Dramatic Play: dolls, dress up clothes, cradle, small kitchen
sink and stove, plastic dishes, pots and pans, plastic play
food, props, hats, scarves, blankets, half penny dolls, small
furniture, and puppets.

•

Some of our Art Materials: tempera and finger paints, crayons,
white and colored paper, painting easel, scissors, shaving
cream, playdough, glue, colored chalk and large chalkboard,
markers, individual small chalkboards, and collage materials.

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Life Sciences: One very precious large male cat (Ivan), one
tank of neon fish, many small and large plants. (In past years
various guinea pigs, hamsters, and a rabbit, have graced our
lives).

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, Anandamurti has blessed me with the privilege of serving
as Director of Morning Star all of these years .... but I am ever
mindful of who is really sitting in the driver's seat! Whenever I
have that "Oh-my-I-am-sitting-on-the end-of-this-branch-allalone" feeling, there is this tap, tap, tapping of his presence on
my shoulder and his whisper in my ear. I do not know how to
even begin to tell you of all the magical experiences that
happen here. We cherish the families that are sent our way
and the adventures that we
jointly embark upon each day.
Working at the school,
expanding its vision, and
accepting the challenges that
come with it - is a spiritual
journey which all of us students, parents, and staff readily embrace with open
minds, open arms, and open
hearts.

Outdoor Equipment and Materials: double wide slide with a six
foot high fenced platform, 2 sandboxes, a wood cabin, 2
climbers, 4 tricycles, 1 push car, brooms. Many shovels, small
rakes, buckets, large spoons, containers, sieves.

A Teacher's Work is Never Done
The staff are constantly committed to providing
opportunities for the students to explore,
manipulate, think, reason, question,
investigate, discover, remember and to ....

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage children to comment on their observations of
the natural and social world.
Engage in discussions with students in which various
points of view are openly accepted and shared.
Use multisensory actions to present information to the
children.
Guide problem solving situations.
Provide many opportunities for children to match, estimate,
create sets, and count.
Create opportunities to use numbers and count objects.
Plan activities for labeling, classifying, sorting objects by
shape, color, and size.
Discuss daily, weekly, and seasonal routines.
Record observations of the child's work, behavior and
actions.
Share personal and written stories, chants, poems,
rhymes, songs.
Enhance children's physical development (hands, body,
legs, sensory organs).
Invite creative expression and appreciation for the arts
(painting, drawing, playdough, dancing, movement, yoga,
creative drama, etc.)
increase potential experiences for diversity (in culture,
food, personal preferences, opinions, feelings, etc.)
Support independence and self sufficiency.
Expand awareness of feeling and how to appropriately
respond to them.
Furnish tools and techniques for overcoming fear and
anger.
Produce opportunities for sharing and caring.
Share simplistic understandings of bhagavad dharma,
rasa, karma, our Divine Friend, etc.

Facilitate life science experiences (feeding
fish, brushing the cat, watering plants,
taking reasonable care of bugs.)
Take walks.
Encourage sand and water play.
Observe natural events such as seed
evolution, plant and tree growth, their
changes, and their contributions.
Give permission for children to take risks
and engage in trial and error learning.
Respond to children's questions in a way
that extends children's ideas.
Allow time for conversations and ask
questions that require more than a one
word answers.

You should remember that if
you don't help humanity,
who else is to come and
shoulder that responsibility?
It is you -- you are to do
everything. You are the torch
bearers of human civilization.
You are the pioneers
of human march, and you are
the vanguards of a
new civilization.
Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar
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Ghana- A Fundraising Example
by Erin Peterson (Aryama)

Below is an article Aryama wrote and distributed
to potential donors in January 2000, after she
returned from volunteering at the Ananda Marga
School in Ghana. She was very successful in
collecting books and materials, and 81 boxes
worth were shipped April 2000 for the Children’s
Resource Centre in Accra, Ghana. The Children's
Resource Center is a project being set up by Didi
Kiran in Ghana, for making books available to
nursery schools in the area. The books have since
arrived, and Didi and her volunteers have been
busy cataloguing them and setting up a loaning
system.

Lotus Nursery School
“Good morning. How are you?”
“We’re fine, thank you. And you?”
The first thing Ghanaian children learn in
school is to greet, as all Ghanaians are known
for their friendliness and hospitality. No matter
which school I visited, all greeted in the same
sing-song lilt, with the final “you” sliding two
octaves higher. I see all the smiling and
expectant, upturned faces, a warm reminder of
why I’m here.
I came to Accra, Ghana, to work as a volunteer
with AMURT, Ananda Marga Universal Relief
Team. Actually, I found out about AMURT via
the Internet , as I had planned a trip to Accra
and was looking for volunteer work. I
corresponded with the Ghana project director
via e-mail and managed to raise funds to
purchase children’s books, powder poster paints
and paintbrushes, all of which I brought with
me.

Morning Songs and Marching into Class
a challenge for two reasons: first of all, the
funds available to me to purchase materials
were small and secondly, the children would
have to be opened up to express themselves
creatively. As for the first challenge, I managed
to supplement the purchased paint, crayons
and scissors with cardboard boxes, wood
shavings, newspapers, fabric scraps and other
materials I collected. I was grateful to be
assisted by the two nursery teachers, who were
curious of my teaching methods.

The project site is both a school and a children’s
home for girls. Didi Kiran, the program
directress of the school and home, offered me to
teach the school’s first Arts and Crafts class
using the paints and brushes I’d brought. I was
thoroughly ecstatic with the opportunity,
recalling all my adventures teaching English in
Russia. My mind was racing with possibilities.

“Are you ready for a story?” I started my first
lesson. The teachers instructed them to sit
nicely for the story, and they obediently folded
their arms across their chests, waiting quietly
for my story. “Once upon a time,” I began.
“Time, time,” the children chimed after me, as
they would for every story told. I unraveled my
story about why dogs chase cats. They were

Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, I
facilitated an hour of Arts and Crafts to the 26
students, aged 2-6 years. Even with my
teaching experience, I knew that facilitating a
first-time Arts and Crafts class was going to be
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of the most natural child
activities. “Since when do
four-year olds turn down
an opportunity to draw?”
I thought, amazed.

mesmerized by my
character voices and
dramatized acting, their
eyes opened wide as
much in excitement and
disbelief at seeing such
an enthusiastically
crazed teacher as not
wanting to miss the
slightest gesticulation. I
was pleased, as they were
completely engaged in the
story, rapt with attention.
When I finished telling
my story, they clapped
and I breathed a sigh of
relief.

As Didi Kiran had
predicted, the first class
was slow, but with each
class, the children’s
confidence grew by the
end of my short
volunteership. Our
creativity was everywhere,
covering the previously
bare walls with drawings,
Painting for Arts and Crafts Class
paintings and other artistic
works. By the holiday
season, we had clay
“Now I want you to draw a
models, painted paper mache masks, a
picture from the story. Do you understand?” I
cardboard box puppet theater and numerous
was met with blank and curious stares. I
drawings.
decided to elaborate for them, saying that they
could draw the cat or the dog as they were in
The children were turned onto art in a positive
any part of the story, and proceeded to give
and encouraging environment and were excited
them specific examples. They understood that
about classes. Seeing the children’s interest
they were to draw and took up the crayons in
level and, consequently learning, increase in
their hands, but the tips never touched the
leaps and bounds, the teachers began
papers. Rather, some sat with heads bowed,
incorporating creative activities into their
others anxiously looking at their neighbors’
lessons. The school’s reputation, though
papers for an idea, and a few watching me as
already respected, soared to new heights as
though I were still storytelling.
children excitedly shared their day’s adventures
with their parents, attracting even more pupils
Didi Kiran had warned me that the first few
to our happy little school.
lessons would be slow, as the children’s
experience with art was limited to copying
I am now trying to collect children’s books and
teachers’ chalkboard drawings onto their tiny
teachers’ books to ship
sheets of paper- tiny
back to Lotus Nursery
sheets so as to conserve
School, the site of the
paper. With a teacher’s
Children’s Resource
model as the one correct
Centre. As it is,
drawing, children’s
teachers do not have
creativity was never
teaching resource books
encouraged or explored but
or children’s books to
was constantly compared
aide them, as they are
with the teacher’s.
unavailable in Ghana.
Creativity was to follow the
Our goal is to create a
model. As I walked around
Children’s Resource
encouraging their slow
Centre for teachers at
progress, I stopped at one
Lotus and in the
boy’s blank sheet. “Don’t
surrounding nursery
you want to draw?” I
schools. We want to
asked. “I can’t draw,” he
open up a whole new
informed me. I was
Painting a cardboard box cut out as a
world of learning and
shocked at the boy’s
puppet stage for arts and crafts
teaching, one which will
seriousness and dismayed
break from the outdated
that any child would ever
and systematic one currently in place.
think that s/he was incapable of drawing, one
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My Experience Fundraising
By following a clear strategy, your project will
probably be more successful. One cannot go to
the grocery store without first listing the items
needed; fundraising is no different.

Every AM project could use some fundraising in
one area or another, whether it be for children’s
homes, schools, medical clinics or other
projects. Fortunately, we’ve been reading of
projects’ fundraising successes in Gurukula
Network. However, we’ve not been taking full
advantage of our autonomous fundraising
experiences and successes by networking our
strategies and contacts. Think of all the time
that could be saved and by merging our efforts
in a fundraising network, not to mention the
potential of increased donations through a
united international AMURT.

Define the target
This may seem a bit obvious, but it is crucial to
first identify the target goal. In my case, I knew
that I wanted to collect books, but hadn’t known
how many, due to the questionable amount of
shipping. Planning fundraising seems like an
oxymoron, or even a chicken-and-egg dilemma,
for how can you plan how much to collect and
purchase if you don’t know the cost of shipping,
and how can shipping be defined without the
materials collected variable identified.

I am no fundraiser by any means. I would,
however, like to share my first fundraising
project experience with you. Maybe this will
spark some ideas to provide a new view to your
fundraising endeavors. Granted, I was
fundraising in the US, a country of outrageous
excess, and relied heavily on my family’s
generosity.

The trick of fundraising is to maintain a working
ratio of materials collected and shipping
expenses, which can be adjusted as needed.
Before deciding on an actual target, I had to
first estimate the amount of funds I’d collect
and the amount needed to cover shipping. The
weight or space of books to be shipped is
relative to the shipping expenses. Calculate
shipping expenses prior to collection of
materials.

I volunteered at Didi Kiran’s preschool at Accra,
GHANA, as their very first Arts & Crafts teacher.
Whilst there, I felt frustrated by the
unavailability of books and materials and the
rote learning methodologies. As I read
storybooks I’d brought with me, the children’s
happy, shining faces glowed with the love of
learning. I realized that the lack of materials
gypts these kids of their potential and locks
them into an old-school British educational
system.

I remembered Didi Kiran telling me a story of
how book collection in London brought in
mountains of materials, which then sat useless
due to the oversight of transportation costs to
send them to India. With this ironic story
poking my mind, I first set my sights on
arranging transport of materials to Ghana. So I
searched the Internet to compare a few
international shipping consolidator companies’
minimum shipping requirements, pricing and
time. The calculated cost of shipping, hence my
goal, was identified as either the shipping
minimum of 2 metres3 or a more ambitious 3
meters3.

After my inspiring 4-5 month volunteership, I
returned to the US with Didi Kiran's and my
vision of creating a Children’s Resource Centre
inspiring me to undertake the fundraising. Our
dream was to create a centre where member
local teachers could come to check out books
for their classes. Members would pay an
annual membership fee, which would be used to
maintain the centre. Our ultimate goal was to
offer teacher training classes on how to utilize
books in age appropriate and Neo-humanist
activities.

Create a budget

With the target defined, it’s time to create a
proposed budget to guide your efforts and keep
you on track to the target goal. In my case, the
budget included the amounts I expected to
spend in shipping either 2 or 3 meters3 and the
corresponding shipping rates. Also included
were amounts for the cardboard boxes, tape and
rented U-Haul truck for transport of the books
to the shipping company. Other expenses could
include publishing and PR expenses for printing
pamphlets and gas or other transport expenses.

Below are the steps I followed to successfully
collect/purchase 3 meters3 of materials:

Fundraising Steps

Break down your fundraising project into
manageable bits: first define the target, then
create a budget and finally solicit donations.
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Though many boxes of books were donated, the
majority of the 81 collected and shipped were
purchased used with donated funds.

A budget should calculate all expenses to give
you an overall target amount.

Solicit donations: publicize the
cause

I hope that this sparks a networking and
sharing of fundraising experiences. We’ve so
much potential by working together. Any
questions can be sent to me at
<erinmpeterson@hotmail.com>.

“Now how do I get the materials and money
donated to meet my targeted 2-3 meters3 and
shipping expenses?” I had several prospective
donors- the general public, local schools and my
family. Upon my return from Ghana, I had
called the local newspaper and harassed the
Local News section writer for a month until I
was interviewed. I had to get the project
publicity for it to seem viable to potential
donors. I presented the Children’s Resource
Centre project in the local news because people
accredit a great deal of support to printed
materials, upholding a kind of “truth in writing”
philosophy, which I’d need to validate the
project cause. The article was a wonderful
spread and, though it generated little public
response in phone calls to me, it did make it
easier to tap into other fundraising sources.

Let’s do all the good we can for all the people
we can for as long as ever we can.

Next Trip
South Africa
January 2001 I'm planning a trip to rural South
Africa to work with Didi Ananda Japasiidha. I'll
be volunteering six months as a Preschool
Teacher Trainer for the 6 Ananda Marga schools
outside Durban-Newcastle. I look forward to
this great challenge and am preparing myself by
reading all that I can and I'm even taking a
graduate class in Preschool Curriculum and
another in Educational Psychology in Play and
Development.

With the article in print, I called local schools
and faxed descriptions of the project. One
middle school diligently undertook book
collections to win the Student Council pizza
prize for the class with most books collected.
Another elementary class collected several boxes
of books. Upon collection completion, I went to
the classes in my Ghanaian dress to share my
thanks on behalf of the Ghanaian children
benefiting from their hard work and giving
spirit. In those short meetings, I tried to bridge
the gap of ignorance by answering children’s
questions. For most, I was the only person
they’d met who’d been to the continent of Africa.
They timidly asked about Ghanaian dress,
culture, language and people, which I answered,
smiling with recollection.

However, I'm also hoping to fundraise in order
to purchase a small collection of teacher
training books, Neo Humanist preschool books
and arts and crafts materials. A couple of local
margiis are assisting me in curriculum ideas, as
I begin to plan my teacher training course. As
my focus of training is Neo Humanism, I'm now
trying to get a copy of Circle of Love to make
copies and take with me/ship there. Please email me if you have a copy of the Circle of Love
or could recommend teacher training resource
books: how-to books, activities ideas, preschool
curriculum development for math and language
arts, storytelling, arts & crafts, etc. I'd greatly
appreciate any and all teacher training insights.
Thank you for your support.

The third group of donors, my family, provided
the most. We have a family business and I
received the greatest support from family
members working at the business, as well as
our employees. My greatest advice for
publicizing is to talk about your project to
people you may or may not know, because you’d
be surprised at the connections you can make.
For instance, an employee’s wife was a
magazine distributor and donated several boxes
of new books. If I had not been outspoken
about the fundraising and need for children’s
books, this invaluable resource would have gone
untapped.

Erin Peterson
300 Briarcrest Dr., Suite 138
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
<erinmpeterson@hotmail.com>
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South Africa Schools

IN AFRICA EDUCATION IS FOR LIFE
by Didi Ananda Japasiddha
A couple of years ago I wrote about our schools in rural
Kwa Zulu Natal Province, South Africa. This article is
about that same group of six to eight schools in a rural
area called Buhlebomzinyathi (Buffalo Flats). Baba said
a few specific things about Africa, but one of the things
he did say was that of all the peoples of Africa we
should work with the Zulu and the pygmy peoples.
Though we often do not stress this point in multilingual,
multicultural, multitribal South Africa, still the memory of
this point has often inspired me to keep these schools
going against all odds because this area is about as
Zulu as you can get in modern South Africa.

Cynthia Ndlovu and Didi Ananda Shanta at Aleen Farm II

some improvements as well as some crumbling of the
former first world facade. Unfortunately, one of the
greatest sufferers during the current era of transition
and turmoil is the education system. Perhaps in the end
everything will fall somewhere in the middle we hope,
but right now it is a boiling cauldron of political dogma
vs. creative innovation, greedy opportunism vs.
optimistic idealism, the ball and chain of the past
dragging down the lofty aspirations of the people, and
ethnocentric fault lines corroding the sparkle of the
rainbow nation. The moment of transition is a window of
opportunity. At the moment of transition a people
become molten, boundaries are hazy, there is
opportunity for a great leap forward. But if no action is
taken it is also an opportunity for tremendous downfall.

I remember some time ago when another Didi was
introducing me to Nairobi Sector. We were in Nairobi
and she took me around to all the schools which are
generally in the slums and the worst parts of the city.
As we trekked along, holding our shoes in our hands,
ankle deep and sometimes shin deep in mud, going the
last few kilometers from where the bus left us, she
turned to me and said, "Sometimes I wish I had a video
camera. People would never believe this." We went
on a school field trip to the National Museum (I guess
it's national because it's the only one in the country).
She said, "Our children always stand out from other
schools on field trips. Even if they have shoes, they are
covered with mud. Then people know who we are." I
was happy to be involved in giving these much deprived
children a chance to see even this puny museum,
something so beyond the limitations of their world.

If one wishes to do something in Africa it is better to be
a PROUTist. To be a PROUTist in Africa it is better to
work through AMURT. So even our schools in Africa
start with more of an AMURT attitude. They begin with
the idea that education is a basic need of human
beings. We provide education as we would provide
food and medicine. It is a kind of relief activity. Due to
lack of resources, that education may start on a very
rough and crude level. It may
not live up to the lofty ideals of
Neo-Humanism. It may not
follow the latest theories and
trends. Schools have started
under trees before they could
find buildings to inhabit.
Teachers are recruited from
Everywoman of the labour
force, perhaps not so well
educated herself. Training
and materials may be sparse.
Any advances made may be
eroded at the next turn by
adversity. But somehow we
go on.

When I first came to South Africa I thought our projects
would be much more advanced than our projects in
Kenya, this being a country of apparently higher
economic standard. But I was shocked to see that they
were in fact far less evolved.
What was the problem?
Apartheid left many scars on
this country and they will take
a long, long time to heal.
Some of the scars are
economic in nature. The
economic divergence from the
top to the bottom of the ladder
is the greatest I have ever
seen in the world and when
you consider that it is the
majority of the population who
suffered at the hands of this
cruel system, it is even more
shocking. Since the change in
government, there have been

Children at Peach Hill Farm School doing Namaskar.
Meditation has been introduced at all of the schools
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South African schools are

smaller holdings were carved.) You have to know the
name of their father and the chief of the area. There is
a system, but it is not address and telephone number.
In my case, I never found some of those former schools.
When I did find them I found the roughest little schools I
had ever seen. They were operating in buildings
supplied by the communities, shop warehouses, a
rondavel (round hut with thatched roof) on someone's
property, or just here and there.

no different. Most of our schools so far have been in the
poorer areas. Some of our schools are the ones that
started under those trees. In the earliest days it was
difficult. I remember one Didi telling me how she (being
'white') and an LFT sister (being Indian or 'Asian' in RSA
race lingo) drove from the nearest city to the rural area
where the schools are located (being a 'black' area) and
as soon as they took the turnoff into the site they were
stopped by the police and were informed that they had
crossed over a white line (in the city, about an hour
back) and that these officers had been following them
ever since. They were duly ticketed and fined. (How
could Didi remember whether it had happened or not?
The white line he was speaking of was no doubt
figurative rather than literal anyway.)
That of course, was a different era. But despite vast
changes in the political landscape, the lives of people in
the rural areas have not much changed. They may now
travel to the city center (previously forbidden unless they
had a pass). However, they may not have the bus fare
to get there. They have the freedom to die of
malnutrition and disease. Their children have the
freedom to attend inferior schools where they exist, but
if they can't pay for this education the opportunity will
pass them by. They still carry their water twice daily
from the rivers (or boreholes if they can afford it). They
still have no electricity and rely on candles, dangerous
paraffin stoves and heaters, or hooking things up to car
batteries. They still scratch away on inferior land which
they do not own with inferior rainfall which does not
support their meagre crops. They still live in buildings
which sometimes fall down, sometimes on their heads,
due to improper materials. And yet somehow they are
happy, much happier than the clamouring hordes in the
cities who have awakened to the government's
responsibility for their lives and who daily demand more
and quite often receive more than their rural
counterparts who produce less noise and discontent. In
fact, in the past year, people in the rural areas have
slipped a little further behind. Unemployment is higher.
And a health department representative tells me that
cases of serious nutritional disorders (i.e. in children)
are on the increase since last year. This is due in part
to the nearly worldwide economic malaise at this point in
time (worse felt in the third world) and the fact that
urban areas get more attention.

Peach Hill Farm School with teacher Esther Subsisi. The
school in the background was donated by one company

Even today, none of the buildings are big enough. None
are secure enough. At one school the teacher has the
children carry their chairs from the neighbour's house
every morning before class and back again in the
afternoon so that they won't be stolen. Only the shop
warehouses are strong enough, although there are often
rats and the roofs may leak. Other buildings are made
of poorly secured tin sheets, sweltering in summer and
freezing in winter. One of those tin buildings can only
house 45 tightly packed children and has a waiting list of
twice that number. I'm waiting for those buildings to
blow away in the next big storm. We gave up on
buildings made of mud and sticks in the big floods that
came two years ago. At that time, one of the buildings
actually melted and sank into the earth. The door
(made of wood) was submerged into the ground about
two feet. One of our current schools has had its door
stolen in mid winter and of course lost all its students as
a result. Needless to say, it is difficult to keep any
materials in buildings like this. That is why one of our
current programmes is to find land and build not fancy
but simply reasonable buildings for each school with
proper security arrangements. Of course, none of the
schools have toilets or running water. Those are
luxuries beyond our reality at the moment. We manage
with outhouses, pit toilets and water drums.

I remember when I first arrived. The previous worker
had been sick and left the field unexpectedly. I was
given a rude map from another previous worker who
hadn't been there in donkeys ears. I had to physically
search for the schools, an activity which took months.
Once one worker newly arrived from Singapore
wondered why it was so difficult to find the schools.
According to her all I needed was the address and
telephone number. Well, aside from the fact that people
didn't have telephones, I found that they didn't really
have addresses either. If you are looking for a certain
person you have to know what larger area they are from
(named for the formerly white farm out of which the

Transport to and from the schools has been another
major difficulty. By God's grace we currently have a car,
although with what we put that poor little Golf through
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and four to get to the others. And the last school at Flint
there's no telling how long it will actually last. The farm
Farm is so far that you can't actually get there by taxi.
roads can be murder especially when it rains. Aside
There is a bus on that road but only once a day and too
from driving for one hour in first gear (something cars
early to catch if you start from town. So the method of
don't like) then you get that slip and slide effect. One
getting to that school is to stand in the road and wait for
must avoid those deep holes where the road has caved
someone - the bread delivery truck, the
in or the ruts which have become so
man from Score Furnishers - and flag
deep that the little car will become
them down. The question is: Do you
beached like an unfortunate dolphin.
feel lucky today? Needless to say, this
I remember making an error in
type of transport is almost useless when
judgement and trying to pass
we have to carry the numerous huge
through what looked like a puddle
bags of mealie meal (maize meal),
but which was actually the Burmuda
beans, and high protein soup powder
mudhole. I got stuck in there for
that we deliver to the schools, or
more than one hour. Of course rural
furniture, or classroom materials, or so
people are sympathetic. Three large
many other things. I haven't quite got
ladies stopped their farm work and
the knack of carrying them on my head
came to ferry dry sand, pieces of
yet. Then of course from the main road
cardboard, and what not, trying to
you have to hike into the farms. There
help us get traction. I let the sister
are huge 'dongas' (gorge of a dried up
with me attempt to drive (she being
river) to be crossed. Sometimes you
a midget) and got out to push.
feel like Marco Polo without the donkey
Eventually, it took hold and I was
or Sir Edmund Hillary without the snow.
sprayed with thick brown mud from
head to toe including my glasses
Child playing a drum at Osizweni
We get help from the community as far
much to the amusement of the
School.
One of the more developed
as they are able. I will never forget Mr.
helpful ladies. I looked very much
schools, it is divided into nursery
Twala, who helped us to run our school
like a chocolate covered Didi. It was
and preschool. There are two
at Zipathekahle (which means 'well
another one of those days when I
teachers for 35 children
behaved'). Once the teacher quit and
wished I owned a camera.
Mr. Twala hired another who was in fact
better than mine. He used to love the children and
Last time I wrote it was during one of those times that
would show up in the classroom from time to time with
we didn't have a car. That's when we use public
sweets or whatever. Sometimes he would get in the
transport. The system here is the 'coombi', which is a
mood for a school outing. Often he sprang this on us by
VW van or more likely an Isuzu into which are stuffed 15
surprise, that being his nature. He owned some broken
or more human beings (some much larger than
down buses and we would gather all the children,
necessary or desirable) along with their possessions
having first gone to collect some juice and biscuits
(chickens, 50 kg. sacks of mealie meal, 20 litre tins of
(cookies) from shopkeepers in the city and off we'd go,
oil, car engines which had been taken in for repairs, a
barring stalled engines and so forth. Once we went to
new door for their house from the hardware store in
the Newcastle airport. It sounded good to me. Little did
town, you name it). This conveyance, perhaps missing
I know just how small the 'airport' was. When we
various parts common to other vehicles, follows a
arrived, there were no planes at all. (You can ask them
certain route more or less and passengers disembark
for a schedule and find out when the small planes might
along the way so that the taxi can admit other 100 plus
be coming, but Mr. Twala
kg. passengers with their
wasn't into red tape.) The
100 plus kg. groceries and
train station is not far away
sundry and off we go,
but everyone knows that
sweating and trying to
the only train comes
keep breathing. (Don't
through in the night at
forget the fact that due to
about 1 am so we didn't try
water shortages people
that. He just drove onward
are much more sparing
until we found a
with their baths, a fact that
neighborhood park in the
is highly noticeable in the
city of Newcastle. This
heat of summer.) Before
park with its two or three
starting, however, the taxi
swings, big slide and jungle
must be full, so we wait.
gym was more than the
In some rural locations this
children had ever seen and
wait may seem
they were overjoyed. So
interminable. One
they played and drank their
develops hobbies. It
boxes of juice and ate their biscuits and felt properly
requires two taxi rides to get to the first school, three
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performing the accompanying movements in natural
rhythm while we tongue tied westerners struggle to keep
up. I am waiting for the day
when we devise a South African
curriculum which is both local
and universal, of high academic
standard and practical for daily
life, traditional yet relevant to
today as well as the future. I
know it will happen. I only hope
it will be sooner rather than
later.

entertained. That was our field trip. I was never so sad
as when Mr. Twala died.

Other community leaders
have tried to help. The
owner of Qedumona shop
[the only man with a flushing
toilet (run off his own
borehole) within hundreds of
square kilometers] has
donated a 2 1/2 acre plot of
land. His only request was
that we do something for the
Recently a few more Didis have
community. There we plan
been assigned to this region
to build a model school,
making our dreams a bit closer
teacher's training center with
to reality. In January we will
language lab and
also get a volunteer from the
educational videos, and a
United States. This brave soul
library of books, toys, and
Didi Ananda Japasiddha pointing to land on a rich
has already worked in our Ghana
other educational materials to
green field where they hope to build a new school
projects where she also learned
be used at first for our schools
at Osizweni
meditation. She recently attended
and then for other schools in
her first DC in Michigan. This will be our first experience
the area. Of course, funds come on African timing and
with a volunteer and I'm sure we will all learn a lot.
it may take a while to do this. But at least we know how
With her help we will begin a more regular training for
to dream.
our teachers and develop a more standardized
curriculum. Of course, this is only the first step in a long
Rain when it comes, comes in floods, but most of the
journey toward a stable, sustainable project which truly
time it is dry. Dry, dry, dry. South Africa is an arid
reflects the ideals of Neo-Humanism, but at least we
country for the most part. Growing mealies in this part
know where we are heading. We are aiming for a
of the country seems almost futile. The other main
project that makes an impact on other schools and the
agricultural product is sheep. The only other thing that
surrounding community as well. Eventually, we would
grows in abundance here are stunted thorn trees.
like to open our training up to other teachers and make
Naturally, the people here are poor. They live from
a system of certification where schools and teachers get
hand to mouth. Actual cash money is something they
qualified as Neo-Humanist schools in a system of
don't have, even for school fees which are not on the
different levels. Level one might be very easy to reach,
top of the priority list. Thus our schools must survive
but the higher levels will include everything. We can
with sporadic tuition or none at all. One of my dreams is
always use help in the form of funds or volunteers.
to be able to sponsor children from families who can't
Don't be shy. Sometimes a normal education in other
afford it. Once Baba said that He didn't want to see
countries makes you an expert in a place like this.
children unable to attend our schools for lack of tuition
Anyone who would like to help or who has any
fees. We have not yet been able to meet this ideal.
suggestions is welcome to contact me at the following:
Lacking materials, the classrooms often slip back into
Avt. A. Japasiddha, P. O. Box 5260, Durban 4000 RSA
the old ways of recitation and 'by hearting' everything.
email: daj_wwd@yahoo.com
However, I have never seen anything quite so cute as a
phone: 27 (082) 666 7792
group of school children reciting their Zulu rhymes. Zulu
language involves a number of clicking sounds and the
Help us to make our dreams come true.
people have quite a sense of rhythm. The children wrap
their tongues around these rhymes with ease

…although there may be some individuals who, knowingly or unknowingly are fighting against this
socio-sentiment, the majority of people are in darkness. That is why you will have to carry the
collectivity with you, because the collectivity is yours. The collectivity is not outside you - your future is
inseparably connected with the collective fortune. You must take the entire collectivity with you and
move towards the sweetest radiance of the new crimson dawn, beyond the veil of the darkest night.
Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar
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Natural Cosmic Numbers
Edited and Abridged version of an article by

Professor Chandrashekhar Reddy
Perhaps the foundations of a number system that
encompassed “infinitesimal” to “infinity” was edged
out? A conceptual frame work that covered the
universe in its perception, a conceptual frame
work that had room for infinitesimal gradation (today called decimal system) was in existence. A
conceptual frame work that allowed the child to
envisage “infinity” even as the child fascinated at
the stars in the sky above, an intuitive modality.
A conceptual frame work that gave the positional
status to a concept called Poorna (not as a
nothingness but as a holding number from which
emerged another set of numbers of the same place
value) perhaps was set aside. The excitement of
commercial utility and the effectiveness of
counting numbers was powerful enough to
displace the basic number concept actually pure
math frame work !!

The joy of discovering the joy of exploration is the
foundation of the joy of learning, which alone can
sustain life long learning. Learning is perhaps the
purpose of life if one considers the evolution of the
brain itself. So to get at the root of the issue, to
bring back the joy of learning in an authentic form
such that learning sustains for life, is the
challenge of the millennium.
Let’s look at “Numeracy” which is our special
focus. To start, let’s go into the history of
numeracy. Let’s date back to the Roman numeral
system. Its origin was from the way fingers were
used to count 1, 11, 111, and V being the V
between the thumb and the fore finger. Four was
represented as one less than five 1V the indication
of less than coming from its position to the left of
the V the shift to the right would make it Six and
so on. Ten was representation of the two hands
put together at the base of the palm indicating X.

Do I hear the beginnings of a materialistic money
cornered world? Here comes our first hypothesis without a conceptual baseline for numeracy the
flair for mathematics is indeed snuffed out. Is not
vocabulary a basis for a fluency of a flow of
expression?

So it was representative of a counting system. It
was ideally suited for a small range of numbers.
The rules to write the numeral brought a
limitation in that you could not represent numbers
beyond 3888. The Roman numerical system
generated from a one-to-one correspondence
based on business and land measuring
operations. As commerce widened in its spread
and wealth grew people needed larger numbers to
be represented. The limitation had to be
transcended. So they resorted to the Indo-Arabic
number system. It was then hailed as the greatest
system and the system has come to stay.

Are not the letters of an alphabet all encompassing
of the sounds within that language and a
prerequisite to write? So also is not a conceptual
foundation of numbers a prerequisite for
advancement in mathematics?
Without the baseline, would learners not
experience gaps in understanding as the
complexity of the subject builds? A word about
“understanding”. The human being is an inherent
learner. There are two dimensions to this
learning. One is instinctive learning and another
is intuitive learning. Intuition may be defined as
learning that does not engage structure and
reasoning but essentially by sensing a totality.

The mid 15 century saw two major changes in the
world of mathematics.
a. The Roman System gave way to the IndoArabic system and soon spread “universally”.
b. Commerce was the biggest engagement of
society and the need for a counting system
that covered larger and larger numbers,
besides computational modalities, was felt.

Children need to feel a sense of completeness
before they can plod through specific learning
situations. They need a holistic view before they
can consider the segments. (Notice how vehement
children are when they are offered broken biscuits,
or cut fruits).

Inadvertently perhaps the Indo-Arabic system
came to be established as a number system while
in reality it was only another form of counting i.e.
a particular case in a number system. Yet we
must recognize that before the 16th Century the
Indians had a sophisticated number system that
transcended earthly counting and took
astronomical figures and calculations into its fold.

Thus any structured learning in the academic
parlance is only part of the process that a child
needs for understanding. The child’s mind is
going through several intricate steps juxtaposing
current information with an already existing grid
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Yet another fascinating prospect. Visualize for a
moment that the human mind has the potential to
absorb a two dimensional understanding. One
dimension is external in perspective which uses
the senses as receptor and as the communicating
conduit. The other dimension is internal in
perspective which uses intuition as the
communicating conduit.

of information, trying to create a backdrop of
“wholeness’ so to speak. When children are
unable to find the necessary scaffolding to latch
these immediate ideas, they experience a gap in
the learning process, which is a hurdle on the one
hand, a demotivating factor on the other. Thus
when children are given structured lessons as we
do to day, we need to facilitate the child drawing
out rudimentary concepts on which they can latch
further learning. Another vital premise that we
work under is as follows:

While the external learning accounts for the
knowledge we acquire through a trained cultivated
intelligence, the internal learning accounts for an
intuitive sense that governs ideas such as a gut
sense spirituality, faith and so on. Intuition is
indeed the first order of learning, where the
human mind is concerned. When intuition is
sustained by knowledge challenging it during its
developmentally critical phase it sustains the
growth of spiritualism. Here again we are not
talking of spiritualism as opposed to materialism
but as being yet another natural dimension of the
human mind which requires nurturance. The key
to sustain the intuitive ability may be in the
foundations of numeracy that we propose. Our
role may be only to anchor this natural facility of
the human mind, at the appropriate age.

The potential of the human mind is indeed the
potential of the universe. Hence any fundamental
concept given to the mind, should equip the mind
with the requisite fundamentals to delve into the
depths of the universe, even if it happens over the
extended period of a life time. Hence the
foundation of arithmetic must transcend the
myopic view of assuming that a particular case of
a number system that is a counting system or a
business math bias - is the totality of the concept.
In other words the fundamental numeracy concept
should be a cosmic number system that
encompasses infinitesimal to infinity.
To redefine the baseline, we need to make a
paradigm shift. The paradigm shift will give math
a firm foundation and allow a great deal to be
constructed over it. As the adage goes - the higher
the building, the deeper must be the foundation.

Hence we could verily say that the new baseline
concept of numeracy is not just a tool for
academic pursuits but a base for learning about
life, wisdom holistic living wherein spiritualism
and materialism have equal cognition. The
spirituality that we refer to here is one of human
good and the mind’s ability to go beyond a
threshold and not religion in any form whatsoever.

Shri Aurobindo had propounded that natural
learning moves from what is nearest to the learner
and then proceeds to what is far. This brings me
to the proposed number system. The proposed
number system is not just near the child but is
within the child itself, as an inherent experience.
The proposed number system is one that moves
from infinitesimal to infinity, generating a wide
panorama. A wide panorama is required as it
encompasses the entire potential of a child’s mind.
Putting the totality in a backdrop makes sense as
it is like imprinting a program from which the
mind can draw at any point on time. It is an
imprint within the intelligence of the child and will
then be available for several different applications
at any later date. This conceptualization of
infinitesimal to infinite has two major important
applications. It is the concept, as we propose, that
governs the basic concept of numeracy on the one
hand and on the other it is the concept that
governs the philosophy of the human being from
conception to possible potential in life. It is
wonderful to know that such a concept is actually
one that the embryo passes through.

According to the new baseline that we propose we
need to make a paradigm shift in the concept of
Zero. While the claim of the discovery of zero has
been given to the Hindus of India, the concept of
zero as currently in vogue differs from the concept
prevalent in ancient India.
In the ancient Indian concept zero was not a
“Soonya” or “Void” as we think of it now. Not a
nothingness, as we explain to entrants of formal
learning. The idea was represented by a circle
always, with a dot in the center and called
“poorna” meaning completeness, a completeness
from which “many” generated.
This completeness, was this “holding number”.
This is how it has to be formatted in the child’s
mind. For after all is it not true that the place
value shifts are reckoned by digits with zeros in
them? If it is a nothingness it must be hard for a
young mind to perceive that with a periodicity of
zeros numbers actually increase in value (how
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come 10 and 100 are not the same since zeros
have no value, as one child asked us).
To facilitate this learning we are instantly endowed
with our palm. An open palm is indeed
representative of “poorna” and the count goes with
the little finger closing first -- poorn , (the palm),
one, two, three, four (close one finger at a time)
and for five only the thumb closes leaving the
other fingers open. This count intuitively is
already imbedded in a child’s mind as it universal
that a child plays with its fists, a fascination to it
for all time.
Five is also representative of an intuitive unit,
represented by a palm full. Hence after the thumb
close we close the other four fingers again, one by
one and counting them as six, seven, eight, and
nine. Hence the palm offers us a symbol of the
“poorna: and also the units with a base “one”.
Suggesting that numbers emanate from the
poorna.
When we need to proceed, we shift palms (to the
other hand) and go back to poorna here
representing the holding number, of the next
count base 10 and go - 10. 20. 30. 40. 50 (same
logic as before thumb representing a turning
point) proceed to 60.70 80,90 thus for each shift of
base as conceived in place values, we begin with a
“poorna: from which emanate further numbers.
This concept is easy to conceive visually as the
fingers which emanate from the palm are symbolic
of the numbers that emanate from the center of
the palm which is poorna.
Thus the first order of numbers taught are
number names from poorna to anthya or the
unlimited (which incidentally is the threshold of
the mind). See Figure of the Mala, (Rosary
Beads) with the unending count of numbers as the
digits go on with number names.
See Table In the table each column is
independent of the adjacent column but can
interact with it. Each column, when it interacts
with an entity of the next column, generates
numbers that are in between.
By the addition technique, the element of 10 of
column 101 interacts with all the elements of the
column 10 0. What’s the result?

and so on till 19 when it goes to the second
element of the column 101
Children fascinate at this generative process that
emerges quite playfully as against the present
system of giving it to them by rote, as a mere
number name with an increasing order.

10 and 1 becomes 11
10 and 2 becomes 12
10 and 3 becomes 13
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There is a Theory of education which states that
when the mind encounters two or more elements,
they naturally seek to explore the relations
between the elements. And a sequel to that states
that when relationships are recognized,
correlations are explored. Our proposed system
underlies this premise. The scope of generating
numbers (through several creative approaches) at
will allows an exploration that does not even
demand sequential rote learning.

The system of learning the numerals as a number
system with an increasing order of 1 is indeed
limiting as the cramming of number names from
one to 100 is far more difficult than conceptually
assimilating a larger range. .. one to 90 crores.
The differences of the two systems are quite
distinctive.
In the present system, a counting system, the
number system is constructed by the unit 1 - We
give a representing numeral its name and expect
the child to memorize it. In the suggested system
the different bases are learnt after the first “9”
digits are learnt. The subsequent “play” with
probable interaction between the different
elements of columns helps generate the
intermediary numbers, by the child itself.

Given the palm as a tool or a rosary, the child
takes a range of one to 90 crores in one visible
shot. This then forms the range for manipulation,
and generating further numbers.
Another advantage is that the changing base gives
room for accommodating the place value without
having to battle at understanding the concept as
part of a computational process. The table
presents numbers not in sequential order but as
exponential order. The very word “exponential”
comes from the word “exponent” which means sets
forth a representative index of deep interpretation.
The table sets forth the opportunity to generate
the numerals that are contained within the
“poornas” the holding number, at the base of each
column in the table !!

The present system is to learn the name to form a
baseline (which is formed incidentally by adding
one to each preceding number) and to jump to
computations as soon as a set of numbers are
learnt.
In the proposed system we use the concept that
children can first learn to generate numbers by
understanding the role of the place value of the
digits, and discover how numerals are generated.
Hence the concept of a place value is incorporated
even at the juncture of discovering the interaction
between the elements of columns.

Once children are familiar with the table, which
happens instantaneously, they set forth to
combine the elements of the columns, very much a
“lay modality”. What is more, they do so both
eagerly and joyfully, a true experience of joyful
learning. This is indeed very different from the
fact that we need to teach children the numerals
one after another in the present number system, a
situation that incorporates a didactic mode of
teaching and demand passive absorption.

In the present system the child has to memorize
the symbolic numeral with its name. It is a
sensorially stimulated process of seeing and
hearing.
In the proposed system, the child has to generate
the numbers by manipulating the elements in the
columns. It involves the thinking process, as it
involves derivations.

Let us consider again the table. Each column is
independent of the other, operates at a different
base, can interact with the elements of other
columns, and is yet comprehensive. Each column
originates from “poorna”. Each poorna at the
beginning of a column has a distinctive capacity in
relation to that column. The moment we are able
to offer the explanation that each place value has
its origins in the “poorna” we can explain that
there is a positional value of 0 in a numeral.

One of the universal toys given to children are toys
that miniaturize and fit one inside the other in
decreasing order of size. Children fascinate at this
since it is both generative and miniature in its
content. The developmentally directed growing
process sees the child engaging in a particular
skill that he / she repeats till mastery is gained.
This skill is usually anchored through interactive
learning. Curiosity, exploration, manipulation are
learning traits. Children, needless to say, derive a
great deal of joy generating. something. Children
fascinate at combining and looking at variations or
similarities in such combinations.

We do not give room to ambiguity like if “0” has no
value why do we write the hundred and one as
101 and not 1 and 1? What is worse is that each
of the doubts that children raise is seldom viewed
as a conceptual ambiguity. A procedural response is
offered and the child is encouraged to follow a procedure
in order to get the sum “right” with or without
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understanding. The doubt is not even considered as
one, but is viewed only as “difficulty” for a child.

concept. The style is to nullify the child’s question and
suggest, “do it this way and you will get it right”.

Counting Number Concept

So the encouraging motivation is not the understanding
of the concept but to get the right answer so that marks
can be obtained. So the fundamental attitude of the
child is not learning or understanding but pleasing and
jumping the hurdles. Is there not a flaw in the system
where we merely facilitate the child to jump a hurdle
without ensuring learning? Children are unique. Some
are satisfied jumping a hurdle. Some are not. Children
are inherent learners. Hence children are likely to get
stuck at hurdles and will be unwilling to proceed unless
they are able to accept the rationale meaningfully. Still
others would stumble at the hurdles and be unwilling to
try again. Yet others may be unwilling to attempt the
hurdle at all.

We have a universally practiced counting number
system. It emerged from a one-to-one correspondence.
It is ordinal, sequential and pragmatic. It presents itself
with addition of a unit to the preceding number.
The Roman Number concept also had identical features,
except that it had a limitation at 3888, beyond which it
could not be represented. It evolved based on addition
and subtraction. It could not think of multiplication !
Thus the present number system is a particular case,
perhaps having evolved from the need of a commercial
world when the barter system came into vogue. The
advantages of the present system are:
The child learns fast
•
•
Since its construct is based on (n+1) it appears
simple. Addition is the mainstay of the system.
•
This is exemplified by the apparent receptivity of the
child.
It is pragmatic but it is a system not a concept.
•

We need to arrive at a model to achieve instantaneous
absorption of educational concepts be it in language or
in arithmetic. Script reforms to make language learning
so easy that literacy will be achieved in the shortest time
are required. In arithmetic we need a new number
concept to provide the missing link in early math
education.
It was in the yester-years that it was considered alright
for teachers to inflict punishment on their wards
especially in the name of discipline. Today with parent’s
awareness of different methods of behavior modification
and the effect of beating a child, beating is objected to
vehemently and rightly as well. Play and its vitality, joy
for learning and its delights and new techniques are
evolving in society and promoted fervently as well.

Where do we see problems?
In the present system, multiplication cannot be defined.
As a concept it has been called “repeated addition”.
This is a definition of the procedure and not of the
fundamental concept. Any system that cannot define
one of it’s technique leaves something to be desired.
We probably need a new numberline. We need to
recognize a baseline with different bases. One may ask
if it is not a mere complicated approach to take. But
consider this. Look at the way time is reckoned. The
seconds are taken on a base 60, the minutes are taken
on a base 60, the hours are taken on a base 24, days
are taken on 7 per week and 30 per month. The year is
reckoned as 52 weeks or 12 months Is this variable
base structure not being recognized? Is it not
something we live through and hence accommodate?
When we shift the concept to a variable base we find a
framework that is readily broad based, creative and
with a wide magnitude.

However, play must be looked at in its genuiness with
all the characteristics of play in tact and reaching out to
all those involved. Play is not a structure of hollowness
with neither skill nor inference. Play permits intuitive
interactions. Play brings about wisdom.
Intuitive learning has been swept out of conventional
learning. We need to not only provide opportunity to
discover manipulate and infer, but also to create models
so that intuition will evolve and flower. The key to such
models is to divest a structured step by step learning
process and go into estimation, approximation,
perception, experiencing, expressing and feeling which
will happen only when one is at a point of adventure.

When we redefine the concept of zero as a holding
number from which a whole series emerges, the place
value idea gets established.

Professor Chandrashekar Reddy is a
Mathematician who lives in Bangalore, India. This
article stems from a project he undertook at the
Anvikshaki Research and Study Center. This
abridged article is only part of the project.

The present system has great utility for daily life
commercial transactions but does not go beyond that.
As soon as a range of numbers are learnt by rote (a
quantum dictated by teachers) the student is led to the
computational mode.

For more details you may write to him at:
ARSC 1485
Aravinda Nagar
St Thomas Town
PO Bangalore - 84
India

A common experience of many an elementary math
teacher is the difficulty children undergo when
understanding the double digit carry over addition
sums. The concept of place value lends itself to many a
confusion. The resolution of such hurdles are by
procedural dictates rather than resolving the underlying
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Global News
Georgetown Sector
Porto Alegre

The Primary school in Porto Alegre has added one
more classroom. The six Ananda Marga schools
now have a total enrollment of 490 children. The
Municipality donated land and a Sports Hall has
been built for sports and cultural activities for all
the schools. Asana classes have been started for
the parents.

Hong Kong Sector
Taipei, Taiwan.

By Didi. Anandanivedita
In Taipei we entered a new phase with our
kindergarten. Last year, we rented a small legal
school and had a moderately successful year.
However, the limitations of using a rented facility
caused us to look for another situation. So, we
made a big leap and transferred the WWD sectorial
office in Taipei, our own building, to a beautiful
rented apartment. Then we renovated the building
into a charming school, suitable for about twenty
children. Presently we are in the process of
legalizing it as Ananda Language School. By
October, we hope to be legalized. We will run a
kindergarten type of program under a language
school license as the other license we could not
qualify for. In the afternoons and evenings, we will
offer English classes. Recently, Didi Ananda
Kaomudii visited and painted lovely lotuses and
animals on the walls. The school is well equipped
and has a very nice vibration.

The City Department of Education have invited
Didi Ananda Vandana to lead several seminars and
workshops for all the preschool teachers in the city
on yoga for children, meditation, spirituality,
ethics, fantasy, imagination, cultural diversity and
ecological awareness
Under the guidance of Didi, construction of the
new herbal laboratory has finished and an
inauguration was held. Adolescents will be
learning the preparation and uses of of herbal
remedies and will take part in other selfdevelopment activities.

Note of Correction: In the last issue, the Project
with Adolescents with Didi Ananda Vandanda takes
place in Porto Allegro and not Sao Paulo.
Asuncion, Paraguay: A grant of US$ 40,000
has been received from the Paraguayan
government for the reconstruction of the Dada's
school. The first phase of construction has been
finished.

Korea

A new school has been started with 5 children
enrolled. A new school building is now under
construction.

Bello Horizonte The Ananda Marga school in
Bello Horizonte was declared the best school of the
city by the Municipality. Now the school is getting
regular support from the Municipality and also
from other NGOs.

Russia

In Arseniev a new AMPS school and a medical unit
have been opened.

Mongolia

A new ERAWS Children's School in Ulaan Batar,
Mongolia was started with twenty children
enrolled.

Sao Paulo The Ananda Marga school in Sao

Paulo now has 40 children. The Ministry of
Agriculture is continuing to donate 2250 liters of
milk every month for the children and families.

Brasilia The Ananda Marga school now has 40
children. Dada Pranakrsna received a grant of
materials from the Philippine embassy for the
renovation of the school. The renovation is now
complete
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Berlin Sector

Czechoslovakia

S-Hertogenbosch, Holland

The Kindergarten in Holland has extended its
program including children ages 4 -12 in the
afternoon care and the number of children has
reached now to 90. The school children are
transported with the newly donated van for this
purpose. The school directors Didi Asiima and
Yadurani are planing to extend the school to
double its capacity by next year. There is also the
plan to rent out an office and a classroom to
accommodate the NHE Teachers Training Institute
which will be starting from next September. Didi
Ananda Rama is preparing now 4 courses that
can be taken up by freshly graduated high school
students and receive a recognized diploma. This
teachers training course will also serve in general
as our NHE teachers training course to qualify our
teachers in different corners of the world.

Didi Ananda Arpana and Didi Ananda Prama
continue to give practical training in sustainable
development at the master unit Ananda Sudha
(Ceska Neo-Humanisticka Spolecnost) at Sedlecko
about one hour south of Prague. There is a
continuous stream of young people who come to
stay there for varying periods of time to help with
the organic apple and pear orchards and vegetable
farming using raised bed and complementary
planting techniques and permaculture principles.
The apple, pear, pumpkin and courgette harvests
have been abundant this year and they have been
busy with the production of conserves and
vegetable drying for selling and winter use. The
youths are learning neo-humanistic values
through their work there. The Didis have plans
for children's ecological NH camps, like scout
camps.

Iceland

By Didi Ananda Tapati
We are in the process of constructing more rooms
for our school. The construction will be completed
in the middle of September this year. We got some
help from the city and some from our fund raising.
The Sunrise school of Iceland is the first Ananda
Marga school started in Europe. It is very popular
among the progressive minded parents, musicians,
artists and student parents here in Iceland. The
school is just two blocks away from the only
university (Haskolabio) of Iceland. The school is
near the sea, so we are blessed with the majestic
view of the ocean.

Moldova

Dada Devavratananda attended a recent meeting
organized by one local NGO attended by
representatives from different villages in Moldova.
He was inspired to see the initiative and
determination of ordinary people who with very
limited resources had started a kindergarten or
project for the handicapped etc. When he spoke
about our system of Neo-Humanist Education the
people were very inspired and invited him to visit
their villages. One professor who teaches the
social work course in the university in a city in
northern Moldova invited him to have NeoHumanist Education for kindergarten as part of
her curriculum.

Bathore, Albania

Dada Vedaprajinanada has just opened a KG in
Bathore, Albania (near Tirana). There are 40
children enrolled.
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Suva Sector

Palm Bay, Florida

By Divyamshu
Progressive School of Brevard, an AMPS preschool
located in Palm Bay, Florida opened on August 7
with 13 students. The director is Divyamshu. The
school is licensed for 29 students. The possibility
of expanding into 1 or 2 additional classrooms
after 12 months is very real.

Melbourne, Australia

By Didi Sarvanii
Sunrise Preschool in Melbourne is run by Didi
Sarvanii and Rita. At the moment we have 22
children attending. We have recently participated
in the National Quality Improvement and
Accreditation System review. We got the highest
standard in every point, which means three years
accreditation. We also had recently an open school
night and fundraiser. More than 30 people
attended and participated in the Vegetarian lunch
and presentation of Neo-Humanist Education,
which included a slide show. The parents were
very impressed seeing their children doing yoga
and meditation. Recently we got a new and very
inspired margii from Dadas university class. We
found out that he used to go to our kindergarten
15 years back. It was nice to see how the seeds
planted in early in life give fruit later.

We are in need of teachers. What makes this an
attractive place to relocate to is:
1. Didi Ananda Lalita plans to open a sister's
jagarti here
2. Ongoing yoga/pracar classes in the nearby
university and health centers
3. Ten minute drive to warm, undeveloped
beaches. One hour to Orlando
4. Very affordable cost of living

Haiti: Dada Karmavratananda and Didi Ananda

Jiivaprema are working to develop the projects in
Haiti. The schools are running well even though
there is still a lot of construction work to be done.
In both schools the children receive food as well as
education. Haiti is in a "Sister relationship" with
Boston Region of New York Sector which is working
to fundraise all kinds of materials for the schools
as they are in great need of supplies.

New York Sector
Jamaica

By Didi Ananda Ragamaya
Many wonderful things have been going on in the
school. The Optimist Club of Mona has adopted
our school and promised to install electricity and
insulate our roof. They have been working over the
summer to paint murals on our walls and tidy up
the yard. This is really Lords Grace indeed! The
school is gradually coming along. My hope is that
by next year we can look towards opening another
school . Ever-optimistic!! It seems that here, as
much as anywhere else, education is really the key
to liberation and the need has never been more
urgent than now.
Our teachers training this summer went
well and always gives a chance to connect more
with each other and establish a deeper
understanding and build our team spirit.
We finally opened our new classroom,
welcoming a new member of staff, Mrs. Ellison.
She is fitting in well with our committed and
dedicated team and the kids are very comfortable
with her. Though with our added staff we also
need to find funds to pay her, which is a little
challenging right now, but hopefully will stabilize
over the next few months. I have been in touch
with the radio and newspapers to see if I can get
some more publicity.
What a joy to see the children back in
school full of life and love and curiosity to explore
and learn! This year we would like to have more
school outings and are working on finding someone
who can offer free transportation.

Manila Sector
Bangkok, Thailand

Nuntaka Thaweepkul completed her thesis at
Chiengmai University on the "Effects of NeoHumanist Meditation and Visualization Approach
on Development of Pre-School Children's Creative
Thinking" The purpose of this research was to
study and compare the results from Neohumanist meditation and visualization practiced
to lead the thinking processes of pre-school
children. The findings were that children with
meditation and visualization training had
higher creative thinking development on the
sides of fluency and originality than the control
group. In the picture below, Didi Armani is
attending Nuntaka's thesis presentation.
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Dialogue

teaching? How
do you feel about
your behavior
management
skills? Are there
times in class
when everyone is
smiling and/or
laughing every
day?

A regular column
exploring problems
and challenges in
early childhood
education situations
with Mahajyoti

Circle Time With
Preschoolers
Dear Dialogue,
Last week I was teaching my
regular preschool class and I noticed
that very few of the kids were
participating in the Circle Time projects
and songs, no one sat still during
meditation circle, and the misbehavior
was so out of control that I just
stopped the class and sent everyone
outside. I know some changes need
to be made, but I don't know where to
start!
Sign me, Miserable.

Dear Miserable,
When I was in 7th grade, I loved
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. If
my mom sent a lunch with anything
different, I would complain. Now I still
love those peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches, however, I was
undoubtedly peanut deprived for many
lifetimes.... Most people like diversity
in their diet and kids are no different.
As educators we need to present a
dynamic, exciting curriculum which
encourages learning and fun...but who
has the time!
You did not mention your class size
but the ideal for preschoolers is one
teacher per 8-10 students (government
regulated in U.S.). In other
international settings this may not be
possible, but if there is ANY WAY you
can modify your program so that there
are no more than 15 students per
teacher even for a 20 minute project, it
would greatly enhance the learning
and enjoyment for all. Some schools
will take advantage of this during
outside play time by having most of the
students out and bringing in a small
group one at a time in order to
maximize the learning experience of
large groups.
How often do the kids move from one
place to another? Are they sitting still
for more than 15 minutes? Are they
singing the same songs every day?
Does your math and science curricula
need a boost? Are you having fun

If we are to enhance creativity in our
students, we must allow ourselves
time to research new ideas in order
that we can provide a curriculum that
is creative as well! It is vital that a
teacher have at a minimum one hour
per week to plan, brainstorm, and
research lesson plans for the
upcoming week. Every 6 months,
time also needs to be set aside
(minimum 6 hours) to expand one's
knowledge of education either through
reading a few highly recommended
books and/or magazines, attending an
educational conference, borrowing
videos, visiting other schools, or
listening to a speaker. Take careful
notes and prioritize your strategy.
Which items do you plan to integrate
tomorrow, in 2 weeks, in a month.
Circle Time can assume many styles
and forms. Traditionally it involves a
short period of time (20 minutes "give
or take") devoted to:
1) Language skills: Introducing new
vocabulary, correct articulation, etc.
through songs, chants, rhymes,
stories, and/or discussion.
2) Thinking and reasoning skills:
Focusing on an item, theme, or dialog
such as a "Question of the Day" (Are
you a boy or a girl? What are
shapes?).
3) Socialization skills: Discussing
problems that have been arising, role
playing our mistakes and better
choices with puppets or each other.
4) Emotional health: "Bonding" by the
teacher with each child verbally and
with eye contact continuously during
this time.
5) Self esteem reinforcement:
Reviewing acts of kindness.
Discussing "One thing I am doing well"
or Good Job (News) Report, as well as
facilitating the Helping Children's
performance of their responsibilities
(see Morning Star article).
6) Spiritual development: Presenting
numerous techniques such as
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meditation, kiirtan, yoga, stories, etc.
for intuitive enhancement.
In our school which is a 5 day a week
program we generally have 3 to 7
songs that we practice in a two week
period and then move on to a new set
of songs. In some school situations I
suppose these could be stretched out
to 3 weeks. However, new songs,
chants, or rhymes need to be rotated
regularly to keep the morning fresh (as
opposed to stale). Hand gestures
increase the involvement, learning,
and personal enjoyment.
On the other hand, all songs don't
need to be sung in a sitting position. I
have seen some schools where all the
songs are sung standing up! In others,
students are given the option to stand
or sit. Chanting or recitation of a verse
gives some variety and, of course, a
simple kiirtan tune can be put to any
poem.
Songs are excellent for teaching math,
increasing vocabulary, introducing new
science concepts, remembering social
norms, reinforcing proper enunciation,
calming the emotions and fears,
making transitions, practicing
language, opening the heart .. and
making us laugh!
Tune: Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
(a song about a Dinosaur)
Now my arms are very small.. but my
head is very tall.
If you mess with me at all. .a slash
from my tail will make you fall.
Up above the world so high..
Tyrannosaurus Rex rules even the
sky.
Now you better be nice to me.. Or my
breakfast you will be.
There are a variety of games and fun
learning activities that can be initiated
in any program. In the game 'What's
Missing' there are an assortment of
items on a tray or plate. They may be
related to the theme. Perhaps there a
2 postage stamps, some mail, 2 small
packages, and a magazine. The
teacher covers the items with a scarf,
removing one item. The students then
guess the missing item. With some
obvious modifications, this game can
be transformed into "Who's Missing?"
The teacher (with some student
assistance if desired) can make a
cassette tape recording of sounds for
"What's That Sound". An entire tape
of a series of individual student's
singing and/or teachers talking could

premiere for your Circle Game of
"Who's Making that Sound?"
Take your students on a 'Texture
Walk" with large pans or tubs of rubber
bands, cooked spaghetti, sand, rice,
flour, dirt, string, water. Which one did
you like the best? Least? Which one
tickled? Itched? Which one was the
smoothest? Roughest?
Class discussions are an invaluable
way of introducing critical thinking
skills. We have a talking stick which is
passed around the circle from time to
time. Whenever someone is holding
the stick, that student is the only one
who can speak. In other classes
students may raise their hands and be
called upon by the teacher. Topics
may include: a recent holiday
celebration, a class walk, an art project
or drama, one thing they know about
the theme, feelings and social
situations, etc. To help some students
participate, occasionally leading
questions, hints, and clues need to be
given.
Dancing, free movement, marching
with instruments, yoga, calisthenic
exercise, physical games are only a
few examples of some movement
activities. "Sway like a tree in the
wind. Fall like a tree being chopped
down. Crawl like ants. Sprout like a
newborn flower. Swirl like a leaf falling
to the ground. Curl up like an acorn
nut. Role like a pinecone tumbling
down the hill."
A well rounded story time curriculum
may explore stories with: spiritual and
neo-humanistic concepts, social skills
(sharing, taking turns - and why it is
important), personal empowerment or
self esteem ("I can do it"), math
(counting, sizes, shapes, same and
different), science (actual photographs
of life challenges of plants and
animals, ecosystems and habitats,
etc.), fairy and folk tales, and "regular"
stories. To promote universalism, be
sure to have at least some books
representing people of many cultures
and skin types as well as boys and
girls engaging in non-stereotypical
activities.
To keep behavioral problems at a
minimum, a teacher may want to:
1) Carefully compose the seating.
Some teachers use chairs. Some
utilize carpet pieces or samples from
retail carpet stores, masking tape
shapes on the floor, colored fabric
shapes that can be placed on the floor,
or shapes drawn on the floor with

chalk. Once again students may sit or
stand.

emergency 100% foolproof songs that
recapture their attention.

2) Offer an alternative. Occasionally a
child is having a particularly difficult
day. Can s/he be given another option
in another room or area separate from
the group? Usually the students want
to stay together, however, other
options can be made available in some
small way.

9) Define your expectations on those
days when you can feel that wild
energy brewing. "Now I'd like
everyone to show me with your hands
how goofy we can be outside. Now
how goofy can we be in Circle." Make
it a point to include a substantial
number of hand and/or full body
movement activities on these days.

3) Name that tune: Clash and
cohesion. Certain combinations of
children in close proximity can cause
teachers tremendous emotional
distress. Our first reaction is to divide
and conquer. However, quite often the
students are capable of "rising to the
occasion" and doing the right thing.
Leave one or two unoccupied spaces
in your circle. Give the students you
are concerned about advance notice:
"I am pleased that you are enjoying
sitting together but if you disrupt the
class this much (large hand
movements), one of you may need to
move. Do you think you are up to
this?"
4) Take turns. Make sure everyone
gets an opportunity to participate. Be
prepared to prompt or support a child's
capability to contribute to the program.
5) Allow minor improvisation.
Wiggling and talking is not necessarily
misbehavior. Some individuals
CANNOT sit still and CANNOT be
quiet for long periods of time. As early
childhood educators, we are always
reminding ourselves that these young
ones have only been on the planet for
a very short while ... so we need to
structure all of our lessons appropriate
to their ability.

10) Change the tempo. After sitting for
10 minutes, plan something standing
or moving. Engage the body as much
as possible. Add hand gestures
and/or body movement to each song
OR clap hands or knees to the beat.
Be spontaneous. Drop something like
a hot potato if it's not working.
In closing, the key to having an
exciting Circle Time or implementing
any curriculum is not being afraid to try
something new and "mix it up a bit" -not getting too "set in our ways" -- and
extending beyond our comfort zones.
Discovering and experimenting with
new teaching methods and techniques
is what makes teaching as well as
learning exciting, fun, and dynamic. I
recently heard renown early childhood
educator, Bev Bos, say at a workshop
that for real learning to occur, a
certain amount of risk is frequently
present. The same can be said of real
teaching!
"You gain strength, courage, and
confidence by every experience in
which you really stop to look fear in
the face ... You must do the thing
you cannot do." --Eleanor
Roosevelt

6) Plan something fun! Build upon
those happy moments. Have some
funny songs, and rhymes up your
sleeve. Be creative. Try new things!
7) Play a kiirtan tape on low volume
when you are "on the edge" or tell the
students "I'm having a tough day".
When doing kiirtan in the class, do it
differently!
Clapping, singing loudly, softly, with
instruments, twirling, jumping,
marching in a circle, facing the wall,
facing the center, inside, around the
block outside. Make it new!
8) Keep the rhythm bouncy! If the
flow is too slow, the students will lose
interest. Be prepared to spice things
up. Keep nearby your note cards of
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If you have other concerns you would
like to see addressed in this column,
Contact us at:
Dear Dialogue
Gurukula Network
146 Honness Lane
Ithaca, New York 14850 USA
amgk.glo.@gurukul.edu
Mahajyoti Glassman has been the Director
and Head Teacher of Morning Star
Preschool for the past 12 years. Morning
Star Preschool is a Neo-Humanist School
in Denver, Colorado, USA.

Lesson Ideas

Teaching about Space
by Didi Ananda Nivedita
The Moon Being
a story adopted from
Circle of Love
One day all the
children of
Ananda Marga
Preschool (say
the children's
names) wanted to
see if anyone lived on the
moon. Some astronauts were
leaving in their rocket to the
moon. The children put on
space suits and hid inside the
rocket. The astronauts did not
see them. It was time to go.
The astronauts said good-bye.
They sat in their seats and put
on their seat belts. They did
not know the children were
inside hiding. They began the
count down. 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
1 Blast off. RRRRRRR ZOOM.
The space ship went quickly up
through the sky into space. It
went towards the moon. The
earth got smaller as it went
further away. After some time,
the astronauts heard noises
from the hiding children. They
went to look for the strange
noises. "Look," said the
astronauts, "children are
hiding on board the rocket."
They said, "children it is
dangerous to do that. Come
out and sit down with a seat
belt."
The children came out and put
on their seat belts. They looked
out the window and saw the
stars. Soon the rocket was
ready to land on the moon. The
rocket landed gently. The
astronauts said, "you must
stay inside. We are going out to
see the planet."
The children stayed inside and
said, "Let us sing. Maybe the

creatures of he moon will hear
us and visit." The children
sang, "Baba Nam Kevalam."
(Twinkle star tune) As they
sang a glowing light like a
small moon came floating over
and danced to their singing. It
was the being who lived on the
moon. The children sang and
the moon being danced.
Soon the astronauts came
back. The children asked, "did
you see the beautiful moon
being?" The astronauts said,
"we did not see it." The
children said, "it will come
when you sing." The
astronauts and the children
sang, "Baba Nam Kevalam."
The light like a small moon
came floating over and danced
to their singing. Then It floated
away.
Now it was time to say goodbye. They waved good bye to
the moon being and put on
their seat belts. Then they
began the take off count down.
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Blast off.
RRRRRR ZOOM. The rocket
went quickly back to earth.
The moon got smaller as they
went far from it. They were
soon home and happy to see
their families.
SUB-THEMES -- can make up
many day's worth of activities
Description
Size-vastness
Darkness
Emptiness
Astronauts
Learn about real astronautsnames, lives
What countries have had
representatives in space?
Who can be an astronaut?

Astronaut food
What would be special about
their food
vitamins
Astronaut suit
What type of special clothes
would they need?
Oxygen tank
Suit
Gloves
Helmet and mask
Vehicles in space
rockets
satellites
space shuttle
launching pad
count down
UFOs and saucers
moon buggies
The night sky
telescopes
planets
stars
comets
moon
sun
A space trip
where to go
have people already visited
satellites already visited
Space aliens
what do they look like (draw
possible aliens)
how communicate without
words
Outer space centers
design
what need
who should live there
Earth space centers
NASA
Telescopes
Conservation
throw garbage in space
SONGS
BOOKS
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Lesson Ideas
MATH
* Make control panel from
paper. Children pretend to be
astronauts and push
number, color or shape
buttons to go to different
planets.
* Make rockets and focus on
shapes and counting.
* Practices counting backwards
for a lift off.
SCIENCE
* Look at astronomy books
with pictures of the night sky.
Discuss if there
are many or few stars.How far
away they are? Describe how
they look.
LITERACY EVENTS
* Significant vocabulary words
- astronauts, rockets, masks
etc.
* Group story - ask the
children to pretend they are
going on a space trip.
Write down the things that
they might do or see.
* Early writing. See Moon
Mouse story.
* Write letter to an alien
COOKING
* Tell children that they are
going to make a special
astronaut drink that will not
fly out of the glass. First, the
children help mix a pitcher of

juice, lemonade, cool aide.
Then give each child a plastic
bag, straw and twisty tie or
rubber band. Then pour the
drink into the bag, place the
straw in the bag and then twist
the tie or rubber band around
the neck of the bag. Before
drinking, the children may
want to put on any astronaut
paraphernaliathey have made
or sit inside a pretend rocket.
AESTHETIC APPRECIATION
* Discuss the beauty of space
* Chant Onm
* Children close their eyes and
imagine they are sitting on the
moon and the
stars are all around them
* Play Holt's music of the
planets
* Look at galaxy pictures,
slides with classical music
playing
ART/CRAFT
* Draw or paint space aliens.
* Make an astronaut back
pack from cereal boxes.
Children paint and or
glue lids, tubes and cutouts on
the box. Tie string through the
top two corners to be hook
around the arms.
* Make a helmet from a paper
bag.
* Make an astronaut mask
from paper plates

Websites for Outer Space Related Activities
http://www.ThursdaysClassroom.com
http://kids.msfc.nasa.gov
http://kidscorner.larc.nasa.gov/chat.html
www.spacekids.com
http://www.spaceday.com
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* Make a space ship from
boxes.
* Make a control panel using
boxes, cardboard sheets or
polystyrene. Glue or
pin different sized lids, tin foil
etc. to make the buttons and
levers.
MUSIC, CREATIVE
MOVEMENT & DRAMATIC
PLAY
* Space dancing.
* Play Katiro's space music
MULTI-CULTURAL
APPRECIATION
* Who should go there
* Who already went
ETHICS AND NEOHUMANISTIC LOVE
* Talk about why no one owns
space
ECOLOGY
* What could happen if we
dump garbage in space?
VISITING, VISITORS &
OTHER RESOUCES
* Go to a space museum,
planetarium
* Watch a video about
astronauts

New Publications

Neo-Humanist Education

A Documentation on NHE Schools Around
the World
Edited by Didi Ananda Rama
This full sized 100 page book provides a colorful picture of the
Neo-Humanist Education system world wide, with over 40 articles
and 260 pictures from NHE schools around the world. The articles
are written by teachers working in the schools, giving a first hand
look into the NHE classroom.
"What is compelling about this collection of essays and anecdotes is
that they are written by practitioners in the field, who are both
deeply committed teachers from a variety of cultures and practicing
Yogis. The wisdom and practical ideas thus generated in these
pages come from intellectual analysis, practical experience, diverse
outlooks, and spiritually informed intuition. Many theorists in the
field of education believe that it is this combination of analysis,
experience, perspective, and intuition that is the most solid basis for
developing good theory. "
Kathleen Kesson,
Director of the Teacher Education Program at Goddard College
To order contact Didi Ananda Rama at:
Pergola 140, 1628 LX Hoorn, Netherlands
or email Anandarama@gurukul.edu

Recommended by our Readers
Yoga for the Special
Child

web site.
http://www.creatinglearningcommunities.org/
The site offers the opportunity for individuals to
get into their discussion and to post new
chapters to the on line version of the book.

by Sonia Sumar
A Therapeutic Approach for
Infants and Children With
Down Syndrome, Cerebral
Palsy, and Learning
Disabilities by Sonia Sumar.
Available from amazon.com

Meditating With Children - The Art of

Concentration and Centering
A Workbook on New Age Educational Methods
using Meditation
by Deborah ROZMAN
University Of the Trees Press (available through
Amazon)

Creating Learning Communities

by A Coaltion for Self Learning
A new book envisioning a world without schools
and a world of cooperative lifelong learning
communities. Billed by one reviewer as possibly
the most revolutionary volume on education of
the 21ST century, it proposes a totally new way of
thinking about and conducting education, from
kindergarten through the university. "Creating
Learning Communities" suggests that social
needs, brain research, and new techniques and
technologies make the reinvention of the
learning system both necessary and possible.
The book may be downloaded for free from their

Land of Enchantment
by Tapasi

"With this first CD, we’ve launched
a musical collection that is
especially aimed at spiritual wellbeing and balance: the child in the
individual and the individual in the
child. "

Order from: Tapasi < <innersong@goldnet.ch>
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